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The objective of this research is the scientific development and verification of a new, adaptive model of internal scheduling of resources, with the goal of the optimization of computer system performance. A general system effectiveness measure is defined which parametrically encompasses the prototypical system effectiveness measures to be considered. The adaptive internal scheduler then selects such tasks for resource allocation request fulfillment that a local system effectiveness measure, derived from the general measure, is optimized, leading to semi-optimization of the general measure. The adaptive scheduler functions as a second-order exponential estimator with trend detection. A predictor-corrector algorithm functions as the adaptive controller by varying the estimator's parameters and the time of application of the estimator in response to the nature of the sequence of deviations between the predicted and actual values of resource utilization. In order to validate the new scheduling model, a workload description in the form of task profile distributions was gathered by a software monitor on the Georgia Tech B5700 running a live job stream. A simulator was developed to allow the comparison of the new scheduler with other nonadaptive schedulers shown to be good by various researchers, under various general system effectiveness measure proto-
types. The simulator was validated by running it with the B5700 TSSMCP scheduler against the B5700 workload job profiles. Values resulting from the simulation checked against those of the measured B5700 system quite well. The results of other simulation runs show that the new adaptive scheduler is clearly statistically superior to other schedulers under most measures considered and is inferior to no other scheduler under any measure considered.

The other schedulers compared were the following:

- B5700 TSSMCP
- Round-Robin
- First-in-First-out
- Instantaneous Exponential Estimation
- Complete History.

The prototypical system effectiveness measures considered were the following:

- Throughput (tasks/unit time)
- CPU Utilization (CPU)
- Revenue (CPU plus 1/3 I/O)
- Resource Usage (CPU plus I/O plus CORE)
- I/O Utilization (I/O)
- System Utilization (busy time/total time)
- System Cost Nullification (3.14 CPU plus I/O plus 8 CORE)
- Latency (measure of response time),
CHAPTER I

FOUNDATIONS

Objectives of Research

This research has as its primary objective the design of a microscheduler (an internal resource allocator) which will perform semi-optimally with respect to several measures of system effectiveness. Associated with this objective is the goal of the development of a means of comparing the proposed microscheduler and other prototypical microschedulers with respect to several system effectiveness measures. In order to accomplish this goal, simulation was used for the comparison process. Included in the research is an examination of existing prototypical microschedulers and measurement techniques.

Scope of Research

The framework of this research is based upon the Burroughs B5700 Time Sharing System, with which the author worked for several years at the Georgia Institute of Technology. In order to limit the research area, the external scheduling in terms of ordering of input tasks is not controllable by the proposed microscheduler. Previous research has shown that external scheduling is quite amenable to semi-optimal processing by pre-scheduling techniques (Grochow, 72A, Grochow, 72B,
Hoffman, 71). Thus the task stream is considered fixed and typical of the Georgia Tech B5700 workload. In order to facilitate the measurement of the environment and the simulation of the microschedulers and system effectiveness measures, only a one-CPU system configuration is considered, though the equipment at Georgia Tech includes two CPU's. Under the preceding conditions, simulation is used to compare microschedulers with respect to various measures of system effectiveness.

**Need for Research**

In a dynamic resource allocation environment, as is found in most modern digital computer systems, the microscheduler is the single most important software module in the portion of the operating system which controls the operations of the system. The scheduling of tasks in a multiprogrammed computer operating system environment is a major determining factor of the actual performance of a computer system. Proper selection tends to optimize the usage of the resources of the system and reduces the total average elapsed time each task requires to complete its assignment. Improper scheduling can so degrade the system that a multiprogramming environment behaves in a slower and less efficient manner than does a good, similar non-multiprogrammed computer system (Bowlden, 67, Hoffman, 71, Wulf, 69).

This degradation may occur in several areas. One, the most familiar to many users, concerns the overcommitment of resources to
tasks, causing page thrashing in the case of the main storage resource, for instance. Another concerns the vast overhead imposed by certain hardware/software configurations even on the simplest tasks, such as experienced by early implementations of TSS/360/67 which had reported 95 per cent overhead (Nielsen, 67). Still another area concerns performance deficiencies in which the scheduler wastes resources by not assigning them well or in a timely manner. Effort spent in improving the scheduler may thus produce disproportionally large improvements in the performance of a complete computer system. The intent of this research is to investigate a specific method by which the operations of internal schedulers may be improved.

The physicist James Clerk Maxwell used a device called a "demon" to illustrate certain thermodynamic concepts. One of the tasks considered as given to a demon was that of separating hot particles from cool ones by opening a door to allow hot particles to pass into another chamber, but closing it to keep cool particles out of the other chamber. Later physicists were able to prove through advanced thermodynamic arguments that more energy would be required in the decision process which distinguishes the hot particles from the cool ones than could be derived from the separation of the particles on that basis.

An analogous argument applies in the case of the proposed microscheduler. If the microscheduler is to succeed in its mission, its average operational cost absolutely must be less than the average gain in
productivity, with respect to some measure. Otherwise, it is as use­
less as a Maxwellian demon, perfectly capable of separating good tasks
from bad ones, but with such overhead as to render its actions futile
on a practical basis.

Translated into specifications for the microscheduler, the pre­
ceding comments entail the requirement that the scheduler must use
less total weighted resources than it saves if it is to succeed. Thus
there is an almost continuous set of tradeoffs between sophistication,
speed, cost, and resource requirements of the microscheduler. The
nature of this set of tradeoffs is so complex and time-and-case variant
that the best which can be done, in general, is to perform the best sub­
optimization possible in specific cases and to hope that severe patho­
logical cases will not occur or will be mollified by the improved micro­
scheduler (Denning, 70, Graham, 72). This is the philosophy followed
in the current research.

**Purpose of Microschedulers**

In a multiprogrammed environment the system's resources must
be shared in a carefully controlled manner. The microscheduler pro­
vides the logical basis by which the sharing of resources is controlled.
A good microscheduler attempts to keep the most costly resources of
the system busy. Typically, microschedulers utilize little information
available concerning the tasks in concurrent execution to perform this
control function when required. Many use FIFO, round-robin, priority, deadline time, and main storage requirements to help base their decisions. This can lead to quite nonoptimal patterns of resource allocation and may result in an elapsed time required to process a given set of tasks together longer than that required to process them serially. Several researchers have emphasized this point concerning B5700 operations (Block, 71, Bowlden, 67, Wulf, 69). The microscheduler of this research is designed in such a way that it will, based upon historical and current resource utilizations, attempt to provide a net gain in system effectiveness. This gain is made entirely through the improvement in the decision-making capability of the microscheduler, enabling it to construct better patterns of resource allocation. This assists in reducing the nonoptimal sequences of resource allocation and in avoiding pathological cases.
CHAPTER II

MICROSCHEDULER ANALYSIS

General

After growing wildly for years, the field of computing now appears to be approaching its infancy. Recent revolutionary technological advances will eventually take us far beyond our newest, biggest, and best computers. Yet computers and computing have already fantastically increased our power to know as well as to do (Hornig, 67).

That statement, made several years ago, could analogously be made today concerning the field of computer performance analysis. The field in the past and into the present has been composed of a jumble of techniques ranging from highly practical and empirical to highly theoretical and esoteric, with little general structure to guide the worker with a real problem (Bagley, 60).

Within the last few years, some real effort has been made to categorize the methods and techniques of the field (Bell, 72). Also in the last few years, emphasis has shifted from a hardware-only performance analysis to a system-oriented performance analysis. The succeeding sections describe the various relevant aspects of performance analysis.
Performance Evaluation

Performance evaluation may be subdivided into two areas, performance projection and performance monitoring. Performance projection refers to the estimation of the performance of a system which does not yet exist or is not available for actual monitoring of performance. The technique may also be used to consider cases which may not be constructed at will, such as overloads on a time-sharing or real-time system, or envisioned but as yet unrealized workloads. Performance monitoring refers to the gathering of data on an existing system. It may take one of several forms, but is normally implemented through hardware or software monitors in the system or through extremely detailed simulation. Even in the case of simulation, hardware or software monitoring is usually needed to derive the necessary statistics with which to accurately base the simulation.

Performance Monitors

Instrumentation in the form of hardware and software monitors provides the means by which a running system may be analyzed to a desired level of detail (Rodriguez-Rosell, 72). They are quite often used to detect performance inadequacies in hardware and/or software configurations and thus provide the human with the knowledge required to reduce such inadequacies (Schwartz, 68, Walter, 67). Hardware monitors have the advantage that they may be attached to the system to be measured without affecting the internal operation of the system at all
(Amiot, 72, Apple, 65, Arndt, 72, Bonnor, 69, Schulman, 67, Shemer, 72, Stang, 69). Most commercial monitors have free-standing tape drives on which to record the data stolen from the system, and they have some number of independent input channels which may be logically OR'ed, AND'ed, NOR'ed, NAND'ed, etc., together to construct signals which may be led to sum units, the contents of which are periodically placed onto the attached tape. Also most commercial monitors are accompanied by a FORTRAN analysis program which can translate the masses of data into human-readable and interpretable form. Hardware monitors have the disadvantage that most of them are incapable of monitoring information the location of which dynamically varies, as in the case of the B5700; this is a major advantage of software monitors (Bemer, 68). Other advantages of software monitors include the generally low cost to install and the tremendous flexibility of investigation (Keefe, 68). The major disadvantage of a software monitor is a direct consequence of the uncertainty principle: the closer a system attempts to measure its own actions, the more disruptive the measurement process is to the system. However, by clever design the degradation of a software monitor may be kept very low and measurable so that its effects may be almost cancelled in the analysis phase (Arden, 69, Bookman, 72, Stanley, 69). A software monitor was developed for and used in this research and is described in a later chapter of this report. The major problems with hardware and software monitors are the storage
analysis of large volumes of data and the reduction of that data into the information required by the researcher. The problems are difficult, but the rewards may be substantial (Baer, 72, Bonnor, 69, Campbell, 68, Cantrell, 68, Feeley, 72, Yeh, 72).

Simulation

Simulation is the most general and powerful of the methods thus devised for the analysis of computer systems. It is probably the most difficult to develop and use properly, but it is potentially far superior to any of the other means, and the possible rewards for its application may be the overriding influence in the decision to use it (Fine, 66, Huesmann, 67). In the case of a system which does not yet exist, simulation may very well be the only manner in which to analyze it accurately. These are the reasons by which simulation was chosen for this current research.

Huesmann asserts, probably correctly, that the state of the art will not currently support a comprehensive simulator capable of simulating any proposed computer system configuration by means of parametric or algorithmic description (Huesmann, 67). This is not to say, however, that entire series or classes of computer systems cannot currently be handled adequately; for instance, Seaman and Soucy developed a simulator for IBM S/360/370 in a language specifically designed for the purpose, CSS (Seaman, 69). The special commercial packages which purport to analyze any existing hardware/software combination,
such as CASE, SAM, SCERT, etc., are in actuality not system simula-
tors but manipulate data taken from tables which empirically describe
the behavior of certain configurations of the systems in order to at-
tempt to describe the specific situation (Huesmann, 67).

The CASE and SCERT system simulators are the most widely
used commercial packages for the evaluation of standard, existing com-
puter systems (Bairstow, 68, Canning, 68, Comress, 67, Herman, 67,
Ihrer, 67, Pomerantz, 70, SPC, 68, Thompson, 68). They are very
controversial as to the accuracy of their predictions, the generality of
their application, and the cost/performance of the method. Many cli-
ients have purchased the use of the systems for some substantial total
amount of time, however, and the methods cannot be ignored.

In coordination with other techniques, simulation may be used to
model computer systems quite accurately and flexibly (Canning, 68).
For existing systems, simulation models may be advanced considerably
through the use of information gained by the use of hardware and soft-
ware monitors. The monitor output may be used almost without further
analysis, as in the case of trace-driven modeling (Cheng, 69). It may
also be used after much analysis, as in the form of stereotypical job
descriptions (Nielsen, 67). If analytic modeling techniques are not feas-
able, mathematical models may be used to derive information about sys-
tem performance by following the changes of state resulting from the
succession of events affecting the system. This is accomplished by us-
ing numerical techniques to follow the corresponding changes in the mathematical model (Blake, 64).

The simulation of this research is not of the all-encompassing type, such as that discussed under general systems research topics. An extreme example of this is the preparation of a three-eon simulation of the universe reportedly given as an examination question at several technical institutes. In this class of simulation, the entire relevant universe is considered in the model. It is reticulated into interacting submodels, and each of them is similarly decomposed, as necessary, until each terminal model may be analyzed through simulation. Although each simulation has an external environment, the supersimulation has no external environment and no exogenous functions not under control of the simulation. Thus, for the purposes of the current research, all of the system except for the scheduler internal resource allocation is externally described parametrically or algorithmically to the model.

The basis of the class of simulations discussed here is the concept of time. There are two extremes in the methods of maintaining time in simulation models. It is impossible in a digital computer to truly represent a continuous variable such as time since a continuous variable would require infinite precision. Thus a discrete representation of time must be used. In this case, the state of the model is examined at each time interval endpoint. This has advantages for model-
ing continuous variables but is quite inefficient for slowly changing models and is quite inaccurate in many cases.

The other alternative in time-keeping is event-oriented simulation. In this case, discrete time interval representation is used, but the simulated time is advanced to the next event in the model at each stage. This will, in general, produce nonuniform time steps, as opposed to uniform time steps of pure discrete time interval representation. In practice, this is not a severe problem since simple weighting factors can be easily applied to represent the nonuniform time steps in event-oriented simulation.

The simulation model must be capable of logically handling truly parallel events since the model itself executes serially, while the system being simulated in this case does not. Also, the model will not run properly without comprehensive descriptions of exactly what system is being simulated. It must also be capable of presenting its actions in a meaningful format for interfacing its information with the researchers performing the interpretation of the simulation.

Of course, the computer system model cannot be considered deterministic. Realistically, it must be considered stochastic. Many apparent operations of the computer system being modeled are probabilistic in nature to some extent. It is the responsibility of the modeler to specify the natures of the parameters.

To handle probabilistic variables, almost all simulations use
streams of pseudo-random numbers. A variable with almost any probabilistic distribution may be generated by this method. The random number stream is used as domain values and the desired probabilistic values may be derived from the range of a properly chosen function. Pseudo-random numbers are normally generated by additive-multiplicative-modulo operations. An excellent discussion may be found in Knuth (Knuth, 69). Pseudo-random number generation is fast, simple, conservative of storage, reproducible, and generators may be constructed to fit given tests of statistical randomness.

Thus far the simulation itself has been discussed. The representation of tasks in the simulation must be considered carefully. This representation must specify to some desired level of detail the reaction of the system to every class of stimuli in the simulation. The nature of representation may range from constant parameters to algorithmic specification, but in the simulation of this research, it takes the form of sets of probability distributions. This has the disadvantage that it must be dynamic—as the load increases and time progresses, various distributions will change drastically, for instance. This problem is overcome by providing for a series of different distributions allowing for a limited number of different conditions. The number and size of these tables would possibly become prohibitive as the simulation is brought very close to the real-world system.

This is avoided by the use of stereotypical task-mix configura-
tions, since a set of job descriptions describing subclasses of task
types could be shared by the tasks in simulated execution. Utilization
of the stereotypical approach should allow for simpler simulator con­
struction and faster execution. The purpose of simulation is usually
the modeling of a real-world system, not the programming of a compli­
cated simulator.

There exist cases when considerable sophistication must be in­s­erted into the design of the model in order to depict subcomponents of
the real-world system more accurately. This is in conflict with the
tendency to make the model as simple as possible. A tradeoff must be
made between closeness to real-world system and simplicity in the
model. The extremes of this tradeoff are triviality and emulation.
Somewhere between the extremes lies the proper mixture, as was de­
cided in this study in the simulator.

This research is not concerned with specific hardware/software
configurations as such. This fact simplifies the simulator in the areas
not concerned directly with the microscheduler subcomponent under
consideration. It allows the parametric specification of the other al­
gorithms of the operating system. Otherwise, the model might be un­
necessarily complicated in the wrong areas.

The other serious concern involves the procurement of accurate
data with which to drive the simulation, especially for the verification
phase. A fairly recent development in this area concerns the use of
trace-driven modeling (Cheng, 69). This involves obtaining actual data through the use of instrumentation, summarizing it, and using it in a model of some components of the computer system. This method is powerful but suffers from the same problems as benchmarking—-with careful selection of jobs to run, practically any desired distribution of parameters may be obtained. However, with scientific selection, representative distributions may be obtained.

As might be expected, simulation has played a major role in some of the most important analyses of computer operating system performance evaluation. One of the major early time-sharing simulators was developed by Nielsen of Stanford to model the IBM S/360-67 Time-Sharing System (Nielsen, 67). This simulation model is an aid in the IBM S/360/67 hardware/software configuration problem. Thus it is designed to facilitate system configuration changes. This requires his simulator to be flexible enough to handle multiple CPU's, variable sizes and speeds of core memory, variable numbers and speeds of peripheral devices, and even other computers coupled to the one under study. The model is also meant to test changes in proposed software algorithms. Like the configuration parameters, the algorithms are relatively detached from the main body of the simulator for ease of change. The model is not system-inclusive, as it does not consider operators nor users, except parametrically. It is not truly general, for it only handles hardware/software configurations with fixed time quanta devoted
to individual time-slices and fixed page segments devoted to programs and the operating system. The only documented application of that simulator was begun on the IBM S/360/67 time-sharing system one year before the hardware was delivered and two years before workable software (TSS/360) was ready, and it was shown to be quite accurate in comparison with the delivered system. This simulator was used briefly in the current research to investigate core allocation strategies in a paged environment. It was not used as a major simulator because of the difficulty in changing it to do the general resource allocation schemata analysis, especially in a nonpaged case.

Another simulator was developed by Nielsen for the analysis of the effectiveness of certain techniques such as program relocation, disk rotational delay optimization, and swap volume minimization on a proposed time-sharing system for the Burroughs B6700 (Nielsen, 69, Nielsen, 70, Nielsen, 71). Since the B6700 system is based on variable-sized pages and a dynamic-overlay-based core allocation scheme, he is able to present data which provides an indication of the effectiveness of that type of organization as used in a time-sharing environment. He also describes the operational capabilities of the simulation model.

Because of the similarities between his model's capabilities and those required in the current research, the structure of his B6700 Time-Sharing Simulator was used as a basis for the major simulator used here in the validation phase. The simulator used in this research is
thus similar to that used by Nielsen in his work for Burroughs in terms of input and output to and from the simulator and in terms of some internal operations; nevertheless, that simulator used in this research differs significantly from Nielsen in terms of capabilities and structure.

Despite these advantages of simulation for modeling computer operating systems, the number of simulation failures has become legion. The problems are concerned with the information loss in the transferral of the structure and data of the system to that of the model. Most of the simulators constructed have been based upon probability distributions of various parameters of interest and extreme care is required to prevent gross loss of structural information in the construction of the model. Nielsen's simulators use sets of statistically-defined task profiles, a method which has proven as good as any other means and better than most others. Another problem concerns the difficulty of modeling complex algorithms embodied in modern computer operating systems.

Because of these problems, the Government Accounting Office recently banned the use of simulation as a sole means of comparing hardware and software systems for procurement analysis (GSA, 72, Highland, 72, Ihrer, 72, Lundell, 72). Despite these problems of simulation programs which have not been properly designed, executed, or analyzed, simulation as a method is still very much a good technique for the analysis of computer operating systems when properly handled.
Structural Performance Analyses

Studies

The preceding section of this research discussed the methods by which performance evaluation may be performed. This section discusses the actual work which has been performed in the field with respect to the current research (Bookman, 72, Bradley, 68). A considerable number of researchers in the field have indicated in the literature that significant increases in computer performance may be realized through dynamic calculation of resource allocation priorities. Many of the techniques attempt to give dynamically higher resource priorities to those tasks which use less of the resource. Thus an I/O-bound task receives a higher CPU priority than a CPU-bound task, etc. The techniques generally assume that recent past performance of a task is a good indicator of recent future performance. Few of the studies reported a systematic effort to analyze or to simulate specific components of the resource allocation process, with Nielsen the major exception. Almost all practical researches involved alterations in the system under study independently of the improvement in the internal resource allocation scheduler (microscheduler), thus clouding the issue of actual improvement due to the microscheduler. No researchers reported a sustained scientific effort to gather workload data, statistically process it, model the computer system and computer operating system under which the workload was processed, and actually compare the operations of the
simulated system under proposed changes with respect to several different system objective measures.

Scherr developed a simplified system-inclusive analytical model of the MIT Project MAC's CTSS (Compatible Time-Sharing System) (Scherr, 67). Although his approach was coarse, it reflected the behavior of the actual system very well, primarily because CTSS is a simply-designed operating system with certain salient attributes which, almost by accident, happen to be very convenient to model (Corbató, 62). Foremost among these is a basic round-robin CPU allocation scheme, a simple core-swapping technique, and a method of polling terminal input which produces an (artificial) negative exponential distribution of inter-arrival times. He demonstrated quite well that an analytical model actually can be general and accurate also.

Stevens used the running average of

\[
\frac{\text{total CPU time}}{\text{total I/O channel time}}
\]

as the internal priority for CPU microscheduling (Stevens, 68A). He suggested this as an alternative to artificially assigning high CPU priority to I/O-bound tasks to avoid unnecessary delays in such cases. This is sometimes known as the complete history method. He noted an increase of 18 per cent in CPU utilization and of 100 per cent in throughput. The number of other modifications reportedly made simultaneously to the operating system under study makes it difficult to attribute this increase in performance to improved CPU allocation strategy only.
Rehmann and Gangwere report on the simulation study of resource management in a time-sharing system using a two-queue-level foreground-background CPU scheduling model (Rehmann, 68). They used response time as the performance measure, since they consider it to be a natural user-oriented manner of measuring the performance of the system. The system studied is nonpaged, multiprogramming and uses a core-swapping technique. They note that Cantrell was the first to propose using a time slice to separate long tasks and short ones (Cantrell, 67). His idea was to set the length of a time slice so that 90 per cent of all tasks in the expected workload would complete in the first time slice awarded them. If a task did not complete in the first slice, it was moved to a lower priority level so that longer-running tasks would receive CPU attention during the I/O activity of short tasks, or when no new tasks are available.

Their simulator for this situation was written in GPSS/360 and hand-verified. The model was heavily parametricized, and they were able to treat a large number of cases quite easily. They assume their workload distribution for CPU usage is qualitatively the same as that used by Cantrell and Scherr up to 90 per cent CPU saturation (Cantrell, 67, Scherr, 65). The last 10 per cent of the workload distributions were chosen to be theoretically representative of light, medium, and heavy CPU workloads. This choice was crucial to the study because the model is extremely sensitive to the nature of CPU workload in the
highest 10 per cent of the CPU saturation distribution. If their assumptions were not excessive and their input was accurate, their results for their CPU scheduling model should be very close to reality, assuming the model were actually implemented as stated.

Scherr reported on the construction and application of a simulation program designed to study the main storage fragmentation, run time dilation, throughput, turnaround time, job delay, and relocation effects of the task dispatching strategies embodied in an early version of OS/MVT running on an IBM S/360/65 (Scherr, 66B). His model simulates a variable number of job streams, each emitting tasks to the task dispatcher at statistically defined intervals. The job stream attributes change as the corresponding tasks are processed, as per each prototypical job step type of description. Each job step is described by the three following distributions: core storage space required, CPU time required, and minimum wait factor allowed. The wait factor is the percentage of the elapsed time that the job step would be in the wait state if run serially. The job step priorities increase as the core occupancy time increases. Running times for all except the job step with the highest priority are multiplied by the appropriate expansion factors Scherr derived from Markov analysis of the N-queue-level system he constructed. He constructed an input task stream taken to be representative of a workload consisting of FORTRAN, COBOL, and sorts. The mix stemming from the task classes contained 21 jobs containing 97
job steps. Average job step execution time was taken to be 62.8 seconds, and the wait factor was set at 65 per cent. These figures and the actual task mix chosen were derived from random selection of actual running tasks on the IBM S/360/65 operating under OS/MVT. Scherr concluded with the following points, among others:

- System throughput was unaffected by storage fragmentation, though task completion order was heavily affected by it;
- No tasks with very large core requirements were delayed indefinitely, even though his core scheduler favored the smaller tasks;
- Dynamic relocation did not appreciably increase throughput;
- Other job streams were run for verification, and most results were quite constant—for instance, maximum main storage utilization rarely left the 80-90 per cent range.

Lehman and Rosenfeld, and in another study Lassettre and Scherr, extended Scherr's earlier study into several areas including that of OS/TSO (Lassettre, 72, Lehman, 68). They fixed execution time of all tasks for several runs in order to permit analysis in more detail of core scheduling. This immediately produced an increase in throughput of 19 per cent because of the synchronous nature of the arrivals and departures of tasks, but no other major apparent effects. They attempted increasing the wait factor to 90 per cent for some cases with no major effects on the results except to allow the experimentation of more tasks receiving CPU attention in the same time interval. Scherr assumed that initial transients were unimportant to final results; they
discarded the statistical figure resulting from the execution of the first 5000 job steps and used the data resulting from the next 10000 job steps, a method suggested by Nielsen (Nielsen, 67). Their results indicate that the system never reached steady-state but did exhibit cyclical behavior, which they were able to explain. They explored the relationships between throughput and main storage capacity. As expected, as more main storage is available, throughput increases; however, the rate of increase decreases as more main storage is added by the law of diminishing returns, with a maximum throughput dependent upon CPU speed, which agreed with empirical data quite well. Turnaround time exhibited similar characteristics with respect to main storage size except, of course, that turnaround time decreased to a limit close to the empirical result as more main storage was available. They repeated Scherr's experiments concerning dynamic relocation with comparatively extremely large core requirements in each of the job steps. Dynamic relocation in this case produced substantially better maximum total job step delay times; though, as more main storage was added, the difference decreased quickly and eventually disappeared.

Marshall proposed two improvements in CPU allocation scheduling over that present in S/360/370/OS/MVT which improved throughput (Marshall, 69). First was a reward-penalty system which rewarded a task with a larger quantum of CPU time if it generated an I/O request during the last time quantum but with a smaller one if it did not. Second
was the use of the cumulative ratio of

\[
\frac{\text{total elapsed time minus total CPU time}}{\text{total elapsed time}}
\]

divided by (total elapsed time)

as a component of a dynamic CPU task priority computation scheme. He found the first improvement ineffective, probably because the tasks were unable to use the additional CPU time, but the second highly effective, in his environment. He also simultaneously restricted maximum total consecutive quantum time to five seconds per task, which probably had as much effect (or more) as his dynamic priority calculation on computer system performance, as suggested by Baskett (Baskett, 70).

Wulf studied dynamic CPU and core scheduling on the B5700 and proposed an exponentially smoothed average of recent CPU instantaneous times as a CPU usage predictor. He noted that the use of this predictor as part of a dynamic CPU priority adjustment, along with the suspension of tasks which are apparently causing page thrashing, increased CPU utilization by 20-25 per cent and eliminated page thrashing as a problem. It is not clear what portion of the improvement was due to each modification made, nor that the actual changes made were exactly those specified, as no validation processes were performed as such. Wulf does indicate that resource allocation algorithms should be based on system performance measures, such as those used in the current research, and not solely upon attributes of individual tasks or the
system as a whole in order to attempt to optimize system operations as a whole, with respect to some preselected measure function (Wulf, 69).

Several authors have studied the use of round-robin scheduling techniques for certain restricted environments by comparing certain system measure values corresponding to varying quantum sizes. Several of these, including Baskett, have used queueing theory to predict that round-robin scheduling will produce the best throughput for the system when the CPU usage distribution is highly skewed toward less usage and the types of tasks being processed are unlike (Baskett, 70). Such information is interesting here as a comparative data source.

Several studies by Sherman, et al., have as their goal the comparison of various microschedulers proposed in the literature under an environment of information drawn from a CDC 6600 through a software probe with the use of trace-driven modeling, as suggested by Cheng (Cheng, 69, Schwetman, 70, Schwetman, 72, Sherman, 71, Sherman, 72). Using a preemptive scheduling policy and selecting the task expected to compute the longest before voluntarily giving up the CPU, they were able to derive what they considered was the worst case. Then, by defining a throughput measure as

\[
\frac{((\text{time for worst method}) \text{ minus } (\text{time for subject method}))}{(\text{worst method's time})}
\]

they were able to compare the methods with respect to throughput increase. A summary of their results appears as follows:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Best (preemptive)</td>
<td>12.89 per cent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exponential smoothing (512 ms bound)</td>
<td>10.93-11.53 per cent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>depending on alpha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round-robin (8 ms quantum)</td>
<td>10.08 per cent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete history (512 ms bound)</td>
<td>9.63 per cent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random guess (512 ms bound)</td>
<td>5.92 per cent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best (non-preemptive)</td>
<td>3.06 per cent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIFO</td>
<td>0.78 per cent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worst (non-preemptive)</td>
<td>0.20 per cent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worst (preemptive)</td>
<td>0.00 per cent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cheng suggests that the trace-driven approach could assist in the synthesis of accurate predictive models through successive calibration steps (Cheng, 69). At each stage, the actions of the model could be compared with the measured results. Furthermore, if the real system were available for modifications, improvements could be made in it, and the cycle could be repeated. However, few such experiments have been reported in the literature, including Sherman's work.

Batson studied certain aspects of main and mass storage allocation and usage on the Burroughs B5700 (Batson, 70, Batson, 71). In one study, he used a software monitor to determine the distribution of main storage segment size under a normal workload. The most salient feature of his results is the large number of small segments (60 per cent of the segments in use contain less than 40 words). Another important result of his results is a refutation of the assumptions made by other researchers concerning the negative exponential distribution of segment sizes under a variable segment size system (Luderer, 72,
Randell, 69). In another study, he used a similar software monitor to study the changes in throughput associated with the support of a virtual memory system. He developed a set of standard benchmark programs and ran various combinations of them to derive various timing for (virtual memory load) versus (time to complete the set of jobs), using serial job processing times as a basis for the computation. He refers to Randell’s study in which he notes that, under assumptions of negative exponential distribution, main storage fragmentation due to rounding of requests up to the next fixed-page size boundary is usually worse than that due to checkerboarding encountered in variable-paged systems (Randell, 69). If so, the fragmentation due to rounding may be very bad in some cases, for Batson and the current researcher found very bad checkerboarding in the B5700 main storage during their investigations. This class of study may become even more important, with the advent of large numbers of virtual memory computers, such as the IBM S/370 (IBM, 72).

Ryder proposed a method using the information gathered in the previous time quantum as a predictor on which he based the reordering of a queue of tasks waiting for the use of the CPU (Ryder, 70). This formed an exponentially-smoothed, priority-based CPU allocation scheme. As in other studies, tasks with a recent history of being I/O-bound are given preference in the use of the CPU, in order to maximize throughput. His algorithm was effectively heuristic and based upon six
task characteristics, including Marshall's scheme (Marshall, 69).

This microscheduler adjusted its actions to some extent in an attempt to make better judgments and predictions of task and system behavior. It is not possible to segregate the improvements embodied in his algorithm into their individual effects on the system. He made some effort to increase CPU-I/O-overlap time, a subject of much interest in many of the other works discussed here, including Baskett and Schwetman (Baskett, 70, Schwetman, 70). He did measure the times associated with the system's use of the microscheduler in a set of benchmarks, and recorded results under the headings of run time, idle time, CPU time, and CPU-I/O-overlap time.

He noted that, for various benchmark environments composed of predominantly scientific, predominantly commercial, and mixed tasks, the microscheduler performed quite differently in each case. In fact, for his commercial benchmark on the S/360/65, the total run time increased by 1 per cent with his algorithm compared to run time without it. In almost all cases, idle time was decreased significantly, while run time was decreased little or none, indicating that his microscheduler was requiring much CPU attention compared to the older one. In most cases, CPU-I/O-overlap time was increased significantly, due in part to the increased CPU requirements partially induced by the microscheduler's overhead, as shown in his results.

Bernstein and Sharp report on a CPU microscheduler driven by
a policy function (Bernstein, 71). They note that the resource services received by a task may be characterized by the weighted sum of units of service of each resource in the system. Each class of tasks is characterized by a different vector of weights. They suggest that task priority should depend upon the difference between the resource service represented by the specific vector of weights for the task class and the service the task is actually receiving. They propose a microscheduling technique which attempts to maintain the weighted sum of resources for a task above that specified for its class at that type of execution.

The technique was implemented in an undesignated computer operating system and was compared with round-robin philosophy of CPU scheduling. For this case, the ratio of (average elapsed time) to (average CPU time) for batch tasks was improved from a range of (15 to 20) to a range of (10 to 15). Response time for interactive tasks was improved as per the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>microscheduler scheme</th>
<th>min.</th>
<th>avg.</th>
<th>max.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>round-robin</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>102.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>policy-driven</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The CPU utilization

\[
\text{(total CPU time) divided by (total elapsed time)}
\]

was improved by about 20 per cent under similar workload.

Several other changes were made in the system at the same time, seriously tainting the results. The time quantum was shortened
to 64 milliseconds, a process shown by other researchers to be highly effective (Marshall, 69, Baskett, 70). The round-robin microscheduler with a large time quantum was shown by others to be a rather poor microscheduler, so the great improvement is not surprising (Sherman, 71).

The concept of the policy function is remotely similar to that of the local systems effectiveness measures used in the current research, as described in the next chapter. Lacking in Bernstein's study is the concept of prediction of resource usage for the next time interval. The current research goes much beyond his study in that area. Their method could be considered a special, nonadaptive case of the method proposed in the current research, considering one class of scheduling philosophy and one measure.

Wilkes presents a technique for workload adjustment in time-sharing systems in terms of attempting to predict the maximum number of tasks allowable to maintain control of the system in the next small time interval (Wilkes, 71). He also suggests varying the number of users of the system (as represented by the number of concurrent tasks) to attempt to limit the number of tasks to that predicted earlier. A severe problem with this approach is system stability in terms of oscillation of the number of active tasks with respect to time. His paper illustrates a method by which a system may control its own actions through the scheduling of tasks. Although the method of control seems
unnatural, it is important as an example of a microscheduler somewhat related to that proposed in the current research. In an earlier work, he presented a model of main storage allocation in a timesharing system which attempts to prevent main storage overloads in a manner similar to that presented to prevent system overloads (Wilkes, 69).

Blatny, et al., discussed a limited approach to the optimization of a time-sharing system using simulation (Blatny, 72). They considered only the measures of mean cost of delay and mean system cost per task, as suggested by others (Greenberger, 66, Rasch, 70). They used a simulation approach because the nonlinear cost curves arising from the measures and the existence of a finite main storage have been shown to pose quite awkward problems for analytical models. The only resources considered for optimization were a single CPU, a paged, finite main storage, and an infinite mass storage. Unfortunately for the generality of their results, they initially assumed that the main storage required is a truncated normal distribution with mean and standard deviation taken as multiples of negative exponential functions of CPU time. A multiple-priority-level round-robin feedback queueing discipline is assumed used by the CPU scheduler. The simulations were concerned with considering various cost curves, minimum time slice times, round-robin cycle times, maximum number of tasks allowed in concurrent execution, intra-process operating system overhead, size
of main storage, and the speed of the CPU. Their results agree quite well with Greenberger's and Kleinrock's analytical results for similar situations. They also noted that improvements in systems performance with respect to the measures being considered can be obtained by the use of variable time-slice techniques and by the selection of optimal round-robin cycle times.

Denning and Eisenstein surveyed and discussed statistical methods useful in computer system performance evaluation (Denning, 71B, Denning, 72). Their paper and his book review the principles and definitions which underlie estimation theory and develop the theory for application to the problems of the performance evaluation of resource scheduling, in terms of the estimation processes used in predictive micro-schedulers. The purpose of estimation theory as used in predictive microschedulers is to use historical information to predict resource utilization and use such predictions so as to assign the resources according to some scheme, such as least predicted utilization. If the information thus derived is not used to schedule resource request fulfillment, the algorithm is not a predictive microscheduler, but is only an estimator. Thus an estimator could be considered as being capable of driving a microscheduler. The authors of that paper analyze several sequential estimators in the form of stochastic approximators and compare them in terms of each algorithm's ability to determine the value of slowly changing signals in the presence of noisy measurements.
They note that present theory is far from complete, has serious shortcomings, but that actual present applications, such as in Denning's working set concepts, are advancing the theory and practice of the area (Alderson, 71, Anacker, 67, Belady, 69A, Belady, 69B, Brawn, 68, De Meis, 69, Denning, 68A, Denning, 68B, Denning, 68C, Denning, 68D, Denning, 69A, Denning, 69B, Denning, 70, Denning, 71B, Hatfield, 72, Margolin, 72, Morris, 72).

The simplest estimator, from a conceptual standpoint, is probably the mean. In this case all that is required is the size of the subset and the values of each of the elements of the subset. However, it is computationally inefficient and requires a large amount of storage in the case of post facto analysis. It is a poor estimator in terms of slowness to change in online analysis as new measurements are made and incorporated into the computation. This introduces the concept of responsive estimators, which are those which discount the effect of early observations on present estimations. One of the simplest responsive estimators is the exponential estimator. It has been used in many cases for such tasks as inventory control. It is parameter-driven and weighs less-recent measurements exponentially less than more-recent ones. If carefully controlled, this parameter can be used to make the method quite powerful, since it can be dynamically varied to make the method more or less responsive according to an indication of how well it is estimating future observations. If this parameter must remain fixed,
the method can give quite bad estimations, since, if it is responsive, it is quite sensitive to noise in the measurements, and if it is to be made less sensitive to noise, its responsiveness suffers.

Another estimator, suggested originally by Eisenstein, is called the learning or stochastic estimator (Eisenstein, 70). In this method, each new estimator is the sum of the previous estimate and the weighted difference between the previous estimate and the previous observed value. The weights are exponentially-smoothed differences of previous estimates and corresponding observed values, functioning as reward-penalty pairs. This estimator is designed to attempt to damp the oscillations in the differences between the estimated and the observed values. It has the same problems as the normal exponential estimation method, though, in certain cases, is reported to perform quite well. Partially upon his work, the decision was made to use second-order, rather than first-order, exponential estimation.

Denning suggests still another type of estimator, the moving window estimator, which he used in his working set model (Denning, 68A). In this method, all observations except the last T are discarded, and the estimate is taken to be the mean of the last T observations. T can be parametrically set, just as can the parameter of the exponential estimator, to make the estimator more (or less) responsive and less (or more) stable with respect to noise. Denning also discussed the problems of the construction of optimal estimators for given situations,
decision-making based upon estimators, and the cost-performance analysis of improving estimators.

It is upon the basis of the concept of estimation that the adaptive microscheduler of this research is founded. Based upon recently measured values of task and system parameters, the method estimates near-future values of these parameters. The next sections survey existing practical and prototypical microschedulers, some of which employ estimation techniques.

**Special Cases**

Special cases of internal resource allocation schedulers may be found by consulting the documentation describing actual implementation of existing microschedulers in current computer operating systems. These are of interest as describing the state of the art at the time they were constructed and as offering suggestions for the forms of the microschedulers and system effectiveness measures in this research.

The Burroughs B5700 Data Communications MCP (non-time-sharing) System microscheduler is best described as having a priority-based, nonadaptive, and partially round-robin CPU microscheduler (Burroughs, 71, Canning, 66). The CPU is always given to the task with the highest priority which is capable of continuing. If the CPU is taken from a task because of an external interrupt, its position in the task queue is left unchanged. If the CPU is voluntarily surrendered, its new position in the task queue is behind all others with the same
priority. Normally, all user tasks enter the mix with priority five, though the programmer can specify a different priority through control cards and the operator can modify task priority dynamically. All operating system tasks have priority zero, which is best. See also the discussion of Wulf’s work concerning B5700 CPU allocation algorithms earlier in this chapter (Wulf, 69).

Main storage allocation is performed dynamically on demand. If sufficient main storage is not available for a task to continue, an attempt is made to overlay any overlayable storage which is of sufficient size for the request. If enough main storage is still not found, the task remains suspended until such time as enough main storage can be found for its request. In certain pathological cases, this may cause quite severe system degradation. Normal main storage allocation is FIFO; however, main storage allocation in a no-memory situation is priority-based. See the discussion of Batson’s work concerning B5700 main storage allocation algorithms elsewhere in this current research (Batson, 69).

I/O channel allocation is FIFO in all cases. If enough channels are not available, the request is immediately fulfilled. If enough channels are not available, requests are queued for each device type on a FIFO basis. This method of I/O channel allocation is used by virtually all operating systems described in this section.

The internal resource scheduling techniques used in the B5700
MCP are so basic that many different approaches have been shown quite successful in drastically improving systems operations. As noted elsewhere in this research, Wulf and many others have reported fairly simple changes made to the MCP in the area of resource allocation and amplified results for the effort (Bowlden, 67, Wulf, 69).

The Burroughs B5700 Time Sharing System MCP uses a dynamic scheduling algorithm used in the validation and verification phases of this research (Burroughs, 72). It uses the following equations:

\[ T = 8 \times (C + 4 \times N) - P + 208 \]
\[ E = T \times J \]

where

- \( T \) = CPU time slice limit in sixtieths of seconds
- \( E \) = core quantum time limit in sixtieths of seconds
- \( N \) = number of consecutive times task has used time slice (<7)
- \( C \) = number of 1024 word main storage chunks used by task
- \( P \) = declared external priority of task (0 = best, 9 = worst)
- \( J \) = number of tasks currently swapped in.

Thus it dynamically computes the CPU time slice and core quantum limits to be used on the next time slice based upon (recent) history of execution of the task, similar to that described by Marshall as being ineffective, at least in the cases he investigated (Marshall, 69). The core quantum refers to the time of each occupancy in main storage.

This system has many of the same attributes as the B5700 Data Communications MCP described earlier. It differs primarily in its handling of main storage allocation. Tasks are initially assigned an amount of main storage equal to the next greater multiple of 1024 words.
than the main storage estimate assigned by the compiler or user. Then the tasks execute out of this space until the space is needed for another task or the assigned space is exceeded in a no-memory situation. The task is then swapped out to disk, freeing that main storage for use by other tasks. At a later time, the task will be swapped back in, possibly with another 1024 words of main storage if it was in a no-memory condition, though with no relocation, and will be allowed to continue processing. If a task reaches the maximum amount of main storage available on the machine and is in the no-memory state, it is discontinued.

The Burroughs B6700 MCP uses a dynamic calculation of internal CPU priority with several interesting features (Burroughs, 69). It uses the following equation:

\[
priority = (A_1 \times D) + (A_2 \times TR) + (A_3 \times TE) + (A_4 \times (TE-TP)/(TP+1)) + (A_5 \times C) + (A_6/(TT-CT))
\]

where

- \(A_1\) through \(A_6\) are weight factors set by the operator or by default
- \(D\) = declared priority
- \(TR\) = time since last I/O
- \(TE\) = elapsed time of task execution
- \(TP\) = processor time of task
- \(C\) = number of words of core used by task
- \(TT\) = deadline (target time)
- \(CT\) = current time (\(CT < TT\)).

This is a heavily-time-oriented and static method. It does not directly
modify its actions as the system becomes more or less loaded and hence does not have the adaptivity of the microscheduler in this study. It does implement a dynamic internal priority computation and application generally similar to that discussed by Marshall as being effective (Marshall, 69).

The main storage allocation scheduler of the standard B6700 MCP somewhat resembles that of the B5700 MCP. Dynamic memory allocation is made on demand. When necessary, least-recently-used segments of core are overlaid to enable the allocation of core when available, unused core is insufficient for task demands. Personnel at the University of California at San Diego have developed a variation of the standard B6700 MCP core allocation scheduler which includes an attempt to determine the current working set of pages of a task and keep such pages in main storage in preference to pages not in the current working set (Denning, 68A, Denning, 68C, Denning, 68D, Denning, 70, Denning, 72). Not enough data has been gathered on the effectiveness of this technique to decide in which circumstances it is superior to the standard main storage scheduler. Because of hardware and software design, relatively much more code and data are overlayable on the B6700 than on the B5700 for similar classes of tasks.

The Univac 1100 series Exec 8 operating system uses a dynamic microscheduler (Univac, 71). It is based upon a multiple level organization of tasks to be executed, known as the switch list, which is or-
dered by priority. Tasks at level $L$ have priority over those at level $L + 1$. Tasks at a given level are treated on a round-robin basis as far as CPU and core allocation are concerned. Quantum time $Q$ is computed by the following formula:

$$Q = A \times (1 + \frac{P}{F}) \times T$$

where

- $A =$ time allocation factor assigned at system generation time
- $P =$ adjusted task priority
- $F =$ priority factor
- $T =$ $2$ to the power $L$
- $L =$ switch list level.

If a task does not voluntarily release control of the CPU prior to $Q$ units of time, it is moved to the next higher-numbered switch level, thus decreasing adjusted priority $P$ but increasing switch level $L$. Tasks are returned to an initial switch level after completion of the condition for which they were voluntarily suspended.

The microscheduler allocates the CPU among the programs resident in core according to the structure of the switch list. The CPU is given to the highest priority task ready to run. Since the factors which determine the switch level of a task may change, a task may be allocated varying quanta for its execution during its lifetime. Once a task on a given switch level has lost control of the CPU, whether voluntarily or not, it will not be given control again until all other tasks on that level have been considered for further execution.

The microscheduler allocates main storage on a core quantum
basis. The core quantum is a function of task size, run priority, and computer usage. A main storage priority is kept somewhat analogously to the switch level of CPU usage. A batch task’s main storage priority is never changed. When a remote task exceeds its core quantum, its main storage priority is dropped one level and its core quantum is doubled. Whenever any task exceeds its core quantum, it is marked as available for swapping to drum. Tasks are assigned to main storage in the order of their core priority. The initial main storage quantum is a function of the core priority level and run priority. The same task at level L plus 1 has twice the main storage quantum as the same task at level L. On the same level, a task with priority A (best) has twice the main storage quantum as one with priority Z (worst).

The microscheduler computes computer usage for main storage and CPU every six seconds. It then attempts to adjust CPU and main storage priorities so that a desired remote/batch usage ratio is more nearly reached. To do this, it uses an exponentially averaged history of usage for the past few minutes of operation and compares most recent usage values with historical usage. This is claimed to avoid instabilities in the microscheduler due to sudden, heavy demand or batch usage. This approach is similar to that suggested by Marshall as being effective in his research (Marshall, 69).

This class of microscheduler is similar to several of those found in the literature. Its handling of switch levels as related to voluntary
release of the CPU is almost identical to that of Ryder, who found it quite effective (Ryder, '70). Its handling of quantum time as related to voluntary release of the CPU is similar to that of Marshall, who found it not particularly significant (Marshall, '69). Baskett and Schwetman suggest that round-robin CPU allocation is most effective when CPU service time distribution is highly skewed toward zero and the tasks are unrelated, assuming zero task swap time (Baskett, '70, Schwetman, '70, Schwetman, '72). Because of the speed of the 1100 series CPU's, the CPU service time may very well be highly skewed in many cases of tasks not extremely CPU-bound, and thus round-robin CPU allocation may be quite effective in this case.

Prototypical Microschedulers

The following prototypical microscheduling techniques are considered in this research:

- B5700 TSSMCP,
- round-robin,
- FIFO,
- instantaneous exponential estimation,
- complete history,
- adaptive microscheduler.

They were considered since they are representative of many of the techniques used in existing operating systems and studied in the literature.

Following Schwetman and Sherman, all of the microschedulers investigated here which did not have a maximum CPU resource usage
burst time intrinsic to the methods were modified to include one such as that used by the B5700 TSSMCP microscheduler (Schwetman, 70, Sherman, 71). This improves some of the competing methods significantly, as noted by them and as discussed later in this section.

The first microscheduler philosophy considered was that of the B5700 TSSMCP, the same that was used in the validation process described earlier. It is based upon the following equations:

\[ \begin{align*}
T &= 8 \times (C + 4 \times N - P) + 208 \\
E &= T \times J
\end{align*} \]

where

- \( T \) = CPU time slice limit in sixtieths of seconds
- \( E \) = elapsed time slice limit in sixtieths of seconds
- \( N \) = number of consecutive times the task has used up its time slice
- \( C \) = number of main storage chunks used by task
- \( P \) = declared external priority of task (0 = high, 9 = low)
- \( J \) = number of tasks currently swapped in.

Another microscheduler philosophy considered was round-robin CPU allocation with no priority. In this case, the system resources are visualized as being controlled by facilities with associated queues. Tasks' resource allocation requests are placed at the tail of the queue and are fulfilled from the head of the queue. If the resource allocation requirement is completely fulfilled at the end of some period of time, the task leaves that facility and joins the queue of another facility; otherwise its request is placed at the tail of the queue of the current facility. Variations on the basic round-robin scheduling technique were not considered because of time and resource restrictions on the research.
Another philosophy, similar to that of round-robin CPU micro-scheduling, is FIFO. In this situation, the facility-resource-queue arrangement is as in the round-robin case; however, when an item is to be placed into the queue of requests waiting for the use of a resource, rather than being placed at the tail of the queue, it is placed ahead of those of all other tasks which arrived in the system later than that task. Philosophies with results by other researchers are similar to that of FIFO and LIFO and random guess. The primary difference between those philosophies lies in the variance of the response time, with all having about the same mean response time; however, FIFO gives smaller variances than the others and hence is the one selected here.

Instantaneous exponential estimation was discussed in detail earlier in this research report as a philosophy of CPU microscheduling. The basic technique is to predict the length of the next resource service time for a task based on the task's immediate past behavior and assign the resource to the task which will probably use it the least amount of time before releasing it for use by other requesting tasks. Though Denning noted that instantaneous exponential estimation is quite prone to errors in measurement, Sherman showed that, in the case of his research, instantaneous exponential estimation was fairly effective as a microscheduling method, at least under a throughput measure of systems effectiveness, and the CDC 6600 environment (Denning, 71B, Sherman, 72). The parameter, ALPHA, of the estimator is fixed for
this case at 0.5, the value Sherman found best in his research, giving equal weight to new and historical data.

Still another microscheduling philosophy which has been proposed is the complete history technique as described earlier. It was shown by Sherman to be almost as effective as the round-robin technique in his research. In this case, the weight given to the historical portion of the estimator increases and that given to the instantaneous portion decreases comparatively. The last microscheduler philosophy considered was the adaptive microscheduler of the current research. It is described in detail later.

System Effectiveness Measures

In order to evaluate the performance of a computer system, system measures are required. Many studies in this area claim generality of results without specifying the system measure with respect to which the results were obtained. Usually, throughput of the system in terms of the average number of tasks completed over a unit of time is the implicit measure used (Sherman, 71). Others have designed measures which fitted the situation, ignoring other possible situations. It was decided to attempt to avoid these problems in this research by considering a set of prototypical system measures.

Since the adaptive microscheduler must be responsive to the nature of the system measure chosen, additional considerations are im-
posed in that case. The overall system measure, or global system effectiveness measure (GSEM), is too general to use in all cases as a guideline by which the adaptive microscheduler may function. Thus for each major GSEM type, a local system effectiveness measure (LSEM) must be defined. In certain cases, such as CPU utilization, the LSEM will be of a similar nature to the GSEM. In other cases, such as THROUGHPUT, it will be of a radically different nature. Though only prototypical system measure classes are considered, there is no logical reason that other combinations of measures than those considered here could not be used. For instance, a combination of THROUGHPUT and CPU utilization could be envisioned for a specific case. The only logical problems arise in the combination of quantities of unlike units, and with nonlinear response to changing resource usages. These problems may be resolved in specific cases, as noted by Hoffman (Hoffman, 71).

Several measures of system performance were used in the adaptive microscheduler evaluation process in order to base the comparisons. Representative samples of different classes of system measures were considered. They are defined and described in the following paragraphs.

THROUGHPUT is a measure many researchers have applied to computer systems and to computer operating system schedulers and microschedulers (Sherman, 72). It is defined to represent the number
of tasks which the system can complete in an interval of time. A good throughput measure is usually received by a system which is biased toward an environment consisting of smaller, shorter-running tasks.

Thus the LSEM term for this case was

\[
\left(\frac{\text{projected I/O usage for next time interval for task } i}{\text{projected main storage usage for next time interval for task } i}\right).
\]

This was determined to be the best through experimentation, at least for the current environment. This LSEM favors the smaller tasks which require less CPU attention because of performing a relatively large amount of I/O activity, as used by Sherman.

CPU utilization is another measure which has been applied many times, both in theory and in practice, to computer systems (Kimbleton, 71A). It is not equitable to all types of tasks, as is the use of no single measure as an estimator, since a scheduler based solely upon it rewards CPU-bound tasks with more CPU attention than it awards others. A good CPU utilization is generally received by such a system which has a relatively heavily CPU-bound mix of tasks. Thus the LSEM term for the CPU case was

\[
\text{(projected CPU time for next time interval for task } i\).
\]

REVENUE is another measure similar to CPU utilization which is sensitive to some combination of resource utilizations. Practically every computer installation uses a different measure of revenue. Properly interpreted, most of the measures considered in this study could
be used for revenue calculation purposes. The specific revenue measure structure chosen was that used on the B5700 at Georgia Tech, which is a multiple of

\[(3 \text{ times CPU time}) \text{ plus I/O time}).\]

Thus the form of the LSEM term for this case was

\[(3 \text{ times (CPU time projected for the next time interval for task i)}) \text{ plus (I/O time projected for next time interval for task i))}.\]

RESOURCE utilization is a measure that is sometimes used to measure how well a computer system is using its resources on an overall basis (Lucas, 71). It is a somewhat fairer measure than some of the others when used for estimation purposes, as it evenly favors tasks which use the various resources. The GSEM for this case is

\[(\text{CPU time plus I/O time plus norm main storage usage}).\]

Thus the form for the corresponding LSEM term was

\[((\text{CPU time for next period for task i}) \text{ plus (I/O time for next period for task i)}) \text{ plus (normalized main storage usage for next period for task i)})).\]

I/O utilization is seldom used as a measure of computer system performance, but it is included in this research for completeness (Losapio, 72). Analogous comments apply to it as apply to CPU utilization. The LSEM term used for this case was

\[(\text{projected I/O time for next time interval for task i})].\]

LATENCY is a measure which has often been used in the form of
response time measures (Lassettre, 72). A microscheduler based upon this measure favors the extremely short-running tasks such as those normally encountered in time-sharing operations over the longer running tasks such as those normally encountered in batch operations. The GSEM for this case can be stated in several manners, but that used for this research is

\[(1 \text{ minus (effective overhead time due to queue handling)} \div \text{ (swap in time)})\].

Its LSEM term can take one of several forms, depending upon the orientation of the policies of the management of the system, but the LSEM term used in this research was

\[((\text{projected CPU time for the next interval for task i}) \div \text{ (projected elapsed time for the next interval for task i)})\].

**SYSTEM UTILIZATION** is a measure used quite often when considering the use of hardware monitoring devices (Estrin, 67B). It measures the activity of the system in terms of the complement of the time when the system is idle. It is a fair and useful practical measure because if a computer system is being run a limiting elapsed amount of time, system utilization considerations can often increase the performance of the system significantly by reducing idle time. Several researchers have shown that this may be done in general by assigning a resource to that task which will use it the shortest amount of time before releasing it (Sherman, 72). Thus the LSEM term used in this
case was

\[(\text{zero minus } (\text{projected CPU time for next time interval for task i}) \text{ plus } \text{projected I/O time for next time interval for task i}) \text{ plus } \text{projected mass storage usage for next time interval for task i})).\]

SYSTEM COST NULLIFICATION is a measure suggested by researchers to directly attack the return-on-investment problem (Wald, 67). It is similar to simple resource usage except that the value of the measure is proportional to the sum of the values of each of the resources of the computer system used by the tasks. The coefficients were derived from 1972 B5700 price lists in consultation with Burroughs personnel. They represent the book price of B5700 computer system components, ignoring site preparation, air conditioning, shipping charges, maintenance, and operator salaries, which are not effected except trivially by the microscheduler. Main storage usage is normalized to take into account its dichotomous nature under the B5700 TSSMCP. Thus the form of LSEM term used in this case was

\[(3.14 \times \text{projected CPU usage for next time interval for task i})) \text{ plus } ((\text{number of I/O paths}) \times \text{projected I/O usage for next time interval for task i})) \text{ plus } (8 \times \text{normalized projected main storage usage for next time interval for task i})).\]

In summary, the definitions of the various system effectiveness measures considered in this research are given in the following table.
Table 1. System Effectiveness Measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>GSEM (Overall)</th>
<th>LSEM Term (Instantaneous)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THROUGHPUT</td>
<td>(tasks / unit time)</td>
<td>(I/O usage) / (core usage)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>(CPU usage)</td>
<td>(CPU usage)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REVENUE</td>
<td>(3* (CPU usage) + (I/O usage))</td>
<td>(3* (CPU usage) + (I/O usage))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESOURCE</td>
<td>((CPU usage) + (I/O usage) + (core usage))</td>
<td>((CPU usage) + (I/O usage) + (core usage))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>(I/O usage)</td>
<td>(I/O usage)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATENCY</td>
<td>(1 - ((queue handling time) / (swap in time))</td>
<td>(CPU usage) / (swap in time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTILIZATION</td>
<td>(1 - idle time)</td>
<td>(1 - ((CPU usage) + (I/O usage) + (core usage)))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COST</td>
<td>((3.14* (CPU usage)) + (4* (I/O usage)) + (8* (core usage)))</td>
<td>((3.14* (CPU usage)) + (4* (I/O usage)) + (8* (core usage)))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER III

THE ADAPTIVE MICROSCEDULER

Operation of Microscheduler

The heart of this model lies in the use of an heuristic, dynamic, adaptive task scheduling technique which attempts to schedule the allocation of resources among the tasks at hand in a manner more conducive to semi-optimal system operation than embodied in other micro schedulers in use today.

The general goal of the adaptive microscheduler of this research is to attempt to maximize the general systems effectiveness measure (GSEM) through maximizing the local systems effectiveness measure (LSEM) at each decision point. It does this through evaluating the predicted values of LSEM obtained by tentatively assigning the requesting tasks to the requested resources, then actually making the assignments which maximize the LSEM. The prediction of new LSEM values is based partially upon exponential estimation based upon previous values of system variables and partially upon the differences between the most recent predictions and actual values (the correction). At certain intervals the prediction process may be parametrically adjusted in order to adapt to changing conditions in the environment in
which the microscheduler is currently operating.

This microscheduler is intended to satisfy the design requirements of a heuristic, dynamic, adaptive, task-oriented internal resource allocation scheduler, which attempts to schedule resource allocation so as to maximize the productivity of the system. Succeeding chapters verify that it actually performs as expected, through the use of computer simulation, using data collected from a B5700 computer system running a selection of tasks drawn from the Georgia Tech environment.

**Level of Detail**

When preparing to model any system, the analyst must choose the model's world viewpoint carefully. If it is chosen too small, important characteristics of the model will be obscured by detail. If it is chosen too large, the characteristics will be obscured because of summary action. The viewpoint of a model's subcomponents must also be chosen carefully for essentially the same reasons.

The microscheduler of this research is assumed to function at the general level of detail and point of view represented by the following quantities:

- task state vector
- main storage segment
- I/O transaction
- CPU interrupt processing interval.

The following quantities are considered to be on a higher level and are
assumed to be included in the model parametrically or algorithmically:

- operating system architecture (except microscheduler)
- macroscheduling characteristics
- workload characteristics
- mass storage requirements
- management policies and goals
- system profit/cost functions (GSEM)
- hardware configuration.

The following quantities are considered to be on a lower level and are assumed to be included parametrically or implicitly, or they are to be ignored:

- multitasking interference in hardware
- set of CPU and I/O instructions available
- dynamic and static address relocation delays
- exact structure of tasks and job steps.

The preceding representation allows for the concentration of attention on the microscheduler itself and attempts to avoid the consideration of subcomponents of computer systems not important here. The remainder of this section presents the model and associated concepts, following the level of detail and point of view just prescribed.

**Representation of Tasks**

Logically, tasks are represented as passive entities acted upon by the microscheduler. Each task has associated with it various quantities which may be interrogated by and/or changed by the microscheduler as real time proceeds. Some of the quantities are direct functions of time, such as deadline information. Most others are functions of assigned resource time, such as CPU and I/O time usage.
Actual task internal representation is transparent to the micro-scheduler just as is actual resource allocation internal representation. Thus the microscheduler is quite austere, manipulating the tasks and system under its control with respect to certain constraints and driving functions, without direct regard for their internal structure.

This approach is taken since, from the point of view of the microscheduler, the only important aspects concerning a task are its existence and its external attributes, not its internal structure. This is also a highly realistic viewpoint for an actual implementation of such a microscheduler as envisioned here.

**System Effectiveness Measures**

One measure of the productivity of a computer system is

\[ \frac{\text{billable charge}}{\text{real time unit}} \]

This is consistent and reasonable since increasing the productivity of the computer system increases the charge realized for a given time interval, since the system is capable of executing more jobs. Assuming that some constant, consistent accounting system is in effect and that it is of the nature that an increase in the use of a resource causes a corresponding increase in the charge, that measure will be used as one of the system objective functions, also called global system effectiveness measures (GSEM) as investigated in this research with respect to various philosophies of microscheduling.
This measure is too general to use directly as a decision tool for a microscheduler. Thus a local system effectiveness measure (LSEM) is required to be defined. It would ideally be of the nature that optimizing it at each point in time would be equivalent to optimizing the GSEM for that entire time period. This is, however, infeasible for a dynamic, unpredictable, nonanticipatory system because it is not possible at a given point in time to make the decision which is known to be correct at some later point in time (hindsight is always better than foresight). All that can be done is to make the apparently best decision at each point in time at which a decision must be made, hoping that worst-case situations will not occur, will be mollified by the revised decision process, or will not be severe enough to cause other than temporary degradation of the system so that the microscheduler can have time to take evasive measures.

The LSEM's used in this study are all defined to be the weighted sum of certain system and task parameters evaluated at each instant in time at which a decision must be made. By proper choice of the parameters and weights, optimizing an LSEM on an instantaneous basis may be made equivalent to a suboptimization of a given GSEM over a longer time interval. The better the decision function of the microscheduler is, the better the value of the GSEM which is realized, ignoring the possible additional resource load of the microscheduler.

The specific global (and local) system effectiveness measures
considered in this research were discussed earlier and were represented by the following list of measure classes:

- throughput
- CPU utilization
- revenue
- resource usage
- I/O utilization
- system utilization
- system cost nullification.

Note that the LSEM's are all dependent upon resource utilizations only. Thus they are all effectively computable from recent and historical information, and no future information such as task completion time is required. Other system effectiveness measures could be considered by defining the corresponding LSEM's. For instance, a new GSEM composed of equal weights of throughput and CPU utilization could be defined. Of course, nonlinear measure values and incommensurable units may complicate that process.

The values of the corresponding weight factors are determined from the corresponding terms in the GSEM from historical information, from policy decisions, and by heuristic means. Those terms known to have constant values and constant weight factors in a given environment should be dropped from consideration of terms of the LSEM. This class of GSEM does not consider line-connect charges nor unit charges, which are almost independent of computer performance, and corresponding terms will not appear in the LSEM.

The construction of the LSEM for a given environment is quite
important since it links the desired operation of the microscheduler to management's goals for the system. Certain goals may very well be conflicting. For instance, faster turnaround is in conflict with increased CPU utilization; the former is proportional to the decrease of instantaneous CPU usage whereas the latter is directly proportional to total CPU usage. Thus the relative coefficients of these terms must be adjusted to conform to management goals to resolve the conflict.

Other terms and their coefficients in the LSEM which correspond to terms in the GSEM must be chosen relative to resource utilization so that the GSEM is accurately represented in that portion of the LSEM. Terms and their coefficients in the LSEM which correspond to other system levels may also be chosen to correspond to management's goals, even though they do not have direct realizations as terms and coefficients in the GSEM. In given situations, it is up to a clever individual to construct the LSEM for a specific GSEM.

The decision, then, can be made in the manner described earlier in this section using the task LSEM predicted values for the next time interval to determine which requesting task is to receive use of each resource next.

The LSEM need be evaluated only in the cases in which a decision is required. This implies that the allocation of resources which are not scarce is simpler than the allocation of scarce resources. Thus in the case of multiplexed I/O paths, if fewer I/O operations of a
given class are in progress than there exist paths and another I/O allo-
cation request is made by a task, there is no valid reason the request
should not be immediately filled. If, however, all paths are in use,
the LSEM would be evaluated to determine in which order requests by
different tasks should be filled when paths do become available. Simi-
lar comments apply, of course, to CPU, main storage, mass storage,
and other such possibly scarce resources.

Trends in System Performance

The microscheduler must be able to detect trends in system per-
formance in terms of values of LSEM, its terms, and the attributes of
the tasks in execution. It is necessary to minimize the resource re-
quirements of the microscheduler in order not to negate the gains made
by the improved microscheduler. Thus extremely sophisticated tech-
niques, or very crude ones using much storage, may not be used.
This also implies that large tables describing in detail many system
and task variables may not be maintained. Thus prediction techniques
must rely on small numbers of relevant variables to predict new values.

There is a long-term class of data, statistically describing the
environment and current set of tasks. There is the short-term class,
reflecting averaged values over some much shorter period of operation.
Then there is the instantaneous class detailing the most current values
of the system and task variables. These three classes of values enter
into trend detection and prediction in the microscheduler of this research.

Because, at a given instant in time, averaged values of system and task variables gathered more recently are better predictors of near-future values than are less recent values, short-term averages must be weighted so that recent values carry more weight than less recent values (Denning, 71B). The concept of weighted moving average (or window) is the basis for certain techniques which have been developed to track changing patterns of demands in inventory control and operating systems (Burroughs, 72, Denning, 71B, Wulf, 69). These techniques are suggested in this research as methods used to track changing patterns in resource requests and allocations. In particular, exponential weighted moving averages, trend detection, deviation, and mean absolute deviation (MAD) are used here (Denning, 71B). Experimentation indicated that exponential estimation was more effective in the investigated environment than other adaptive or nonadaptive methods.

Exponential estimation is a convenient class of weighted moving average for computation in that it does not require the keeping of large tables of historical data for each resource of interest in order to facilitate prediction. It has the capability to adjust to change, but its rate of response can be adjusted dynamically and parametrically. This parameter is normally referred to as ALPHANU, but for the purposes of this research, it will be known as A. In this method,
new average = A times (new value) plus (1-A) times (old average)
where A is a scalar between zero and unity exclusively. As A approaches unity (zero), the average is more (less) weighted to the new values.

Parameter A may thus be varied to cause the microscheduler to be more or less responsive to changing conditions. Bounds on A sharper than zero and unity may be parametrically specified to avoid the extreme cases.

It is known that the use of the basic exponential estimation technique will produce an estimate which lags behind data containing systematic trends. The amount of this lag may be determined from the mathematics of the exponential smoothing formula, and a trend correction may be applied to make the estimate more accurate. By the definition of trend,

\[ \text{current trend} = (\text{new average}) \text{ minus (old average)}. \]

Because fluctuations in resource requests will cause fluctuations in the new estimate for resource requests, there is needed a method to estimate the trend present in the data to cause the dampening of this fluctuation. Thus

\[ \text{new trend} = B \text{ times (current trend) plus (1-B) times (old trend)} \]

is used to form a second-order exponential smoothing method on the estimates to detect trends, with parameter B as a scalar between zero and unity exclusively. A new parameter B was used here rather than A because the noise contents of the averages and trends are assumed to be
of different nature.

Since the objective is to produce a resource request prediction for the next time period, the new trend must be added to the new average and the trend lag correction. Thus predicted value is defined by the following equation:

\[
\text{predicted value} = (\text{new average}) \text{ plus } \left( \frac{\text{new trend}}{1-A} \right).
\]

The deviation provides a simple means of computing the errors made by the prediction process. It is defined by the following equation:

\[
\text{deviation} = (\text{predicted value}) \text{ minus } (\text{actual value}).
\]

It is useful in determining how and when to change the values of A and B and time interval between corrections T. If the value of the deviation is changing signs rapidly, outside of some small threshold, the system needs damping and A and/or B and/or T should be decreased. If it is increasing or decreasing consistently, A and/or B should be increased and T should be decreased. When the deviations are changing signs but are smaller than the threshold, the system is performing as expected and T may be increased, if it is not already at its upper bound.

The exact means by which A, B, and T are changed are given in Chapter IV. In particular, changing T had little effect as long as the formulae were applied at certain distinguished points, also as described there.

The mean absolute deviation is useful for determining the accuracy of the prediction process and is defined as follows:
MAD = (the sum of the absolute deviations of each measurement) divided by (number of measurements)

MAD is not used directly in this research but is used indirectly as a means of comparing certain variants of adaptive microschedulers.

One additional complication must be considered here. Since it is possible that the time between predictions is not constant, a correction must be made to the predicted value. Though many types of corrections were possible, linear interpolation was used successfully in this experimentation.

The formulae used in the predictor portion of the adaptive microscheduler may be summarized as follows:

1. \( AV(T2) = (A \times V(T2)) + ((1-A) \times AV(T1)) \)
2. \( CT(T2) = AV(T2) - AV(T1) \)
3. \( NT(T2) = (B \times CT(T2)) + ((1-B) \times CT(T1)) \)
4. \( PV(T2) = AV(T2) + (NT(T2)) \)

where

\[ T1 = \text{previous time} \]
\[ T2 = \text{current time} \]
\[ AV = \text{average value} \]
\[ V = \text{current value} \]
\[ CT = \text{current trend} \]
\[ NT = \text{new trend} \]
\[ PV = \text{predicted value} \]

and time between applications \((T2-T1)\) is assumed constant.

To correct for variable time of application of prediction, equations 1 and 3 above must be corrected as follows:

\[
F(T3) = \text{MIN}(1.00, \ \text{MAX}(0.00, (\frac{(F(T2) - F(T1)) \times (T3 - T1)}{T2 - T1}) + F(T1)))
\]
where \( F \) is \( AV \) or \( NT \),

\[
T_3 = \text{current time} \\
T_2 = \text{such time that "interval of application" would have been constant} \\
T_1 = \text{previous time}.
\]

Given that \( TO = \text{time before previous time} \), then \( T_1 - TO = T_2 - T_1 \). If \( T_3 \) is between \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \), the above equation for \( F \) forms a linear interpolation formula, and if \( T_3 \) is greater than \( T_2 \), it forms a linear extrapolation formula. Initially, times zero and the first time of application are taken as \( TO \) and \( T_1 \), respectively. In case the extrapolation leads to a resource utilization not between 0.00 and 1.00, it is corrected to the nearer extremity.

These equations form a second-order, exponentially smoothed system which remains open to new information. The correction for variable time of application is not found in the literature, but significantly improves the predictive powers of the method. Assuming that values at some initial point in time may be specified, the equations can then be iteratively applied to provide new predicted values \( (AV(T)) \) and new trend values \( (NT(T)) \) at each later point in time at which a prediction is required.

In summary, this scheduler attempts to detect short-term trends in its monitored variables by comparing smoothed and trended values with most recently measured averaged values. By this means, a task which begins to request more or less of a resource may be lo-
cated and processed properly. Longer-term trends may be detected by comparing the statistical historical information with the smoothed and trended values, if necessary. It attempts to quiet much of the noise and inaccuracy of instantaneous estimation through the use of averages gained over somewhat longer periods of time, along with careful parameter variation. This avoids many of the problems mentioned by Denning with respect to exponential estimation (Denning, 71B).

**Prediction and Correction Techniques**

Static exponential estimation and trend detection in the microscheduler would be useful to some extent in a passive sense. However, to make the microscheduler a more active controller, a predictor is required. The predictor used here uses the same mechanism as in the trend detector. The actual technique used is that of extrapolation based on exponential estimation (Denning, 71A). The selection of each task in turn is simulated for each requested resource. The predicted LSEM is evaluated for each combination of tasks and requested resources. Then, taking into account the parallelism of each facility, the microscheduler can more properly select the tasks to which to allocate the resource requests for the next time interval than can other nonadaptive microschedulers.

This construction provides an almost built-in correction mechanism. If the predictor is consistently under- or over-estimating the
value of a variable (sum of deviations is not going to zero), a corrector may be applied to modify the parameters A and B of the exponential estimator to make the microscheduler a little more responsive or to decrease the time application interval to make it a little more accurate. In case the predictor is performing badly, over- and under-estimating values, the parameters A and B should be modified to make the microscheduler more stable. Thus the predictor-corrector portion of the microscheduler acts as a homeostatic stabilizer to the microscheduler, allowing the adaptivity to handle changing conditions, but also stabilizing the process.

The process as used in this research is quite simple, as it must be. Separate A's and B's are maintained for every task in the mix and for every facility of the system capable of being assigned to or used by the tasks. When a task enters the mix, its A's and B's are set to predetermined initial values, and the task's historical information is set to values to reflect the predicted initial normalized usage of the CPU and I/O facilities and the actual normalized initial usage of the main storage facility. In other cases, facilities such as those described earlier may be used. From a large number of experiments with various values for those initial parameters, it was determined in the environment considered in this research that good initial values for the A's were in the range of 0.4, for the B's were in the range of 0.3, and for the predicted initial facility usages were 0.5 for CPU and I/O. Thence-
forth, whenever the predictor-corrector process is activated to predict a new value for a task/resource usage combination, the historical information and more recent information are available to allow the effective prediction of a new LSEM value for a task. Of course, the historical information is updated each time the predictor-corrector portion of the scheduler is used. By noting the types of errors between the previous predicted task/resource usages and the current ones, the process determines in an algorithmic manner the corrections required, if any, to change A, B, and the time interval of application to make the next predictions of task/resource usages, and hence LSEM values, more accurate.

The exact nature of this corrector algorithm is environment-dependent; however, a large number of experiments were performed to determine the best manner in which to perform the correction in the environment of this research. It was determined that the best manner in which to perform the correction in this environment is represented by the following:

- compute difference between predicted value for task/resource usage and actual value.

- if difference is greater than threshold, check signs of current difference and previous difference.

- if they have different signs, the process is oscillating and must be made more stable by relying more heavily on historical information; if A is not already at its lower limit, it is decreased by DA (defined externally); otherwise, if B is not already at its lower limit, it is decreased by DB.
-if they have the same sign, the process is not responsive enough to new data and must be made more responsive by relying more heavily on more recent data; A and B are increased in an analogous manner to that described previously.

-using the most recently computed values for A and B, and regardless of other tests, predicted task/resource usage value is generated and used to compute a predicted LSEM value; since the times between applications are variable, linear interpolation is used to take this into account in the prediction process.

In further experimentation, it was determined that, in the environment considered here, the threshold for correction could be set system-wide at 0.1 with almost no loss in the overall precision of the prediction-correction process. Slightly better results may be realized in this environment by making DA a function of the error between predicted and actual values. It was also determined for this environment that the most effective times at which to apply the predictor-corrector were those at which a known major change in task or system status, such as a swap in or out or main storage expansion, occurred; this allowed the minimization of the overhead of the process while maintaining its accuracy. The concept of computed time of application is believed to be very important in systems not as main-storage-limited as in the B5700, and thus the explanation of the algorithm retains that concept. A flow-chart depicting the actions of the predictor-corrector portion of the adaptive microscheduler appears in Figure 1.

In summary of the operations of the predictor and corrector, an
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attempt is made to make the microscheduler homeostatic in the sense that the corrector subcomponent is capable of making the operations more or less responsive to changes in the environment in response to various stimuli.

**Summary of Operation of Microscheduler**

The microscheduler described here functions as the controller and comparator in an information feedback control loop. The scheduler operates on vectors of task attributes, attempting to optimally satisfy task resource requirements under the conditions imposed by a vector of available resources. It does this through the evaluation of the projected LSEM, assuming various combinations of task-resource allocations, and selects the tasks which will optimize the projected LSEM, whenever a decision must be made. The projection process involves using a second-order exponential estimation process, corrected by recent rates of change and recent trends. Certain parameters of the LSEM and of the exponential smoothing function are varied within limits to adjust to changing environmental conditions. It is experimentally verified in this research that such a microscheduler, in actual operation, improves the performance of a computer system in an environment obeying the general requirements discussed earlier, and such as that actually measured in actual operation through the use of software monitors, as described in the next chapter.
Comparison with Other Research

The design of the adaptive microscheduler of this research was motivated by the work of many other researchers. The primary references were discussed in the last chapter. This included the careful design and analyses of Denning, Ryder, Wulf, Bernstein, Wilkes, Sherman, et al., and the pragmatic design of various internal schedulers in use in actual operating systems. This study continues the task of the previous researchers in the search for better modes of internal scheduling. Because of its central-control position in an operating system, relatively small changes in the microscheduler may cause relatively large improvements in the performance of the operating system as a whole. Thus many researchers and manufacturers have expended much energy and time in the improvement of microschedulers.

In Chapter II of this report, the efforts of many researchers were discussed. Each of them reported studies of resource utilization in digital computers. In most cases, specific resource scheduling methods were considered, such as the following:

- complete-history (Stevens, 68, Sherman, 72)
- round-robin (Baskett, 70, Schwetman, 70, Sherman, 72)
- foreground-background (Rehmann, 68)
- reward-penalty (Marshall, 69, Eisenstein, 70)
- moving-average (Denning, 70)
- random-guess (Sherman, 72)
- FIFO (Sherman, 72)
- pre-emptive (Sherman, 72)
- policy-driven (Bernstein, 71)
- load-adjustment (Wilkes, 71)
- exponential-smoothing (Wulf, 69, Ryder, 70, Sherman, 72)
-stochastic-estimation (Eisenstein, 70)
-heuristic (Ryder, 70).

In a few cases, the researcher attempted to develop methods which would predict near-future resource utilization and, accordingly, schedule the tasks' resource allocation (Denning, 70, Eisenstein, 70, Sherman, 72, Wilkes, 71). All of those predictors were fixed-formula, nonadaptive, fixed-parameter methods, normally attempting to optimize the use of only one resource.

In contrast, the microscheduler of this research is adaptive in terms of changing its parameters in response to the error committed in the last prediction. Furthermore, this method is second-order in its exponential estimator, a technique chosen to make more accurate predictions and to be less susceptible to noise. Since the time of predictions will, in general, not be evenly-spaced, a linear correction is applied to attempt to predict more accurately. To this researcher's knowledge, this correction for uneven time steps is not considered in the literature but proves quite effective in this research. The improved prediction formulae contribute to the success of the adaptive microscheduler. Moreover, the three most critical resources, CPU, I/O, and core of the system and environment at hand are treated, rather than only one.

The literature lacks any general methodology for effecting microscheduler improvement for a variety of systems effectiveness
measures. This research provides a general method of using resource utilization predictions to attempt optimization with respect to various measures of systems effectiveness, even though a different formula using the predictions may be required for different measures.
CHAPTER IV

DESCRIPTION OF SIMULATION MODEL

Validation Techniques

Predicting and measuring operating system performance involves abstracting interesting features, obtaining values for system parameters, and analyzing their effects on numerical measures of performance. Models must be validated by comparison with measured performance, and measurements need models to give them meaning and generality (Johnson, 70). This has resulted in a spectrum of approaches, from purely mathematical models of interactive systems to practical measuring devices. At intermediate points are analyses of actual computer operating systems and synthetic task loads suitable for controlled experimentation (Baskett, 70, Sherman, 71, Sherman, 72).

Experimental validation to an absolute certainty is impossible. However, logical validation of a model or technique in an environment is possible to a desired degree of certainty. In the case of the current research, this means careful measurement and specification of the environment, followed by simulation of a controlled test case.

First, measurement must be considered carefully as a concept
in itself. Careful measurement of an environment is important, not only for the simulation which follows here, but for any real implementations of the proposed technique.

Second, the simulation must be formulated properly. If it is not, the validation and verification processes based upon it are questionable. If it is, its configuration may be used as an aid in actual implementation.

The sections following discuss the processes used to calibrate and validate the simulation model itself and to verify that the actions of the new microscheduler are as expected, in the simulated environment and workload.

Environmental and Workload Measurement and Modeling

Ferrari considered the problem of the accurate characterization and selection of an existing system's workload for the purpose of measurement, evaluation, and subsequent optimization of performance (Ferrari, 72). He noted that there are three following basic types of techniques for obtaining the characteristics of a workload: natural--using the real workload directly; artificial--constructing a workload supposedly statistically equivalent to the real workload; and hybrid--assembling a workload from parts of the real workload.

Measurements to obtain natural workloads must be long enough and representative enough that the workload is accurately portrayed.
Scherr collected data on CTSS for his dissertation during the prime shift, for about one month, on 47 different occasions, for a total of 112 hours (Scherr, 67). Bryan reported statistics taken from JOSS during 20,000 hours of operation (Bryan, 67). In the current research, several years of log data were available for general statistical characterization of the workload, though specific stereotypical task type analysis required less time than was required by Scherr. Another proponent of natural workload usage is Cheng, who proposed trace-driven modeling (Cheng, 69). In this case, software or hardware probes are used to trace the time and sequence of epochal events in the processing of various task types as found in a workload. The traces may then be used in simulation models directly or after further processing (Tetzlaff, 72).

Most of the system evaluation techniques developed and used are based on artificial workloads. Almost no efforts have been made to actually construct artificial workloads statistically equivalent to some real workload. Joslin has worked in this area with the goal of basing computer selection on benchmark results; however, the number of variables present in an actual selection process renders such a process questionable (Joslin, 66). Several manufacturers of programmable front-end data communications processors provide a special program which runs in the data communications processor and simulates user activity. These form true artificial workloads which are useful for debugging hardware and software components of the system, but are not
particularly useful for system performance optimization except in specific cases. Similar in concept to that is the use of scripts of time-sharing user-simulated input for driving time-sharing system simulators (Saltzer, 70).

Hybrid workloads were first introduced by Joslin under the name of application benchmarks (Joslin, 65). He suggested a task characterization into a number of specific slots. Then tasks falling into the same set of slots are related, and similarity class partitions of the workload may be performed. When constructing a hybrid workload, representatives of each of these classes can be used to characterize the real workload. Karush suggested a method similar to this except that the classes are not assumed known beforehand; the system's input and responses to it are recorded and played back during simulation studies (Karush, 69A, Karush, 69B, Karush, 70A, Karush, 70B). This method is not conceptually different from trace-driven modeling, but it does incorporate system input as an entity, and this is advantageous for time-shared systems (Lassettre, 72). It is quite closely related to the concept of a stereotype simulation model, as used in this research, and in the research by D'Angelo and Windeknecht (D'Angelo, 72). In the latter study, a simulation model was defined based upon the conjecture that a society of interacting stereotypes may retain properties of behaviors of real systems or components of systems. This approach is suggested rather than the more commonly used approach of specifying the mean and variance of
the parameters of the system, as it should be more accurate.

In order to validate the simulation and in order to allow the investigation of a variety of microscheduling techniques and system measures, careful measurement and statistical analysis of an environment is required. The environment chosen for this work was the Burroughs B5700, now a part of the laboratory of the School of Information and Computer Science at the Georgia Institute of Technology. This choice was made for several reasons, including the familiarity of this researcher with the hardware and software of that machine and the availability of it to him for testing.

Actual measurement work began with the construction of an interpreter and other programs specifically designed to allow the manipulation and summarization of data taken from the log accounting tapes. Information on these tapes described the workload of the B5700 starting in January, 1967, on a job step basis. Each job step entry contains the following information:

- job step name
- job step type (compile, execute, etc.)
- accounting information
- stop date
- start time
- stop time
- CPU time used
- I/O time used
- job step finish type (normal or error finish, syntax errors)
- main storage used
- mass storage used
- tape usage
Approximately 40,000 to 50,000 job step entries were recorded for each school quarter of operation. Twenty-two quarters of work were available for analysis, so about one million job step entries were recorded on tape and were candidates for use in this study. Such attributes as totals, averages, extremes, deviations, etc., were thus available on a job step basis to describe the environmental workload as a whole in terms of information derivable from the above data.

Other analyses of the data determined the relative percentages in the workload of each class of job step type and job step finish daily for each year of investigation. As could be expected, the structure of the daily workloads changed due to large numbers of factors. However, there are noticeable weekly, quarterly, and yearly cyclic factors due to the nature of the university environment of the computer system. Other major noncyclic changes were due to computer center policy changes, such as the change as of July, 1971, of offering preference to small jobs (those that require no more than two minutes each of CPU time and I/O channel time). These daily variations were too unreliable to use in the simulation to represent the overall workload, as expected, so yearly average data were used instead.

The preceding paragraphs have discussed how the workload was characterized as a whole, in terms of job step classes and the relative weights which should be applied to each case. As useful and necessary as this is, alone it is not sufficient. Descriptions of other quantities,
such as task characteristics, must also be derived and cannot be deter-
mined from job step summary information only. Thus a software
monitoring system was developed specifically for this research by this
author (Pass, 71). In its major form, it allows a B5700 user to dynamic-
ally monitor and analyze another job step under various conditions. It
was used in the current research to assist in the derivation of most of
the job step profile distributions required by the simulator from which
the latter constructed the task descriptions. It has also been used on
a practical basis by personnel at Oakland Army Base to analyze the per-
formance of their B5700's through the characterization of problems in
and improvements to their longest running and largest production pro-
grams. As of this writing, their work continues; however, in perfor-
mance gains due to other similar systems such as LEAP and PROGLOOK
for the IBM S/360/370 under OS/360, 10 to 20 per cent improvements
are conservative estimates of improvement likely.

The portion of the software monitor which dynamically monitors
other tasks is called SNOOPY. It is partially contained in the operating
system itself. The driver provides the basic timing of the measure-
ments, the identification of the job step being measured, the main stor-
age address of an I/O buffer area in which the operating system can
store results, and the logic to perform the I/O operations when required.
The additional operating system module actually performs the analysis
of the job step and returns the following items of interest into the buffer
area of the driver:

- name of identified job step (-1 if none)
- compiler flag, on if job step is compilation
- processor B flag, on if job step is running on processor B
- current segment number
- current address in segment
- time of day
- CPU time used
- I/O time used
- MCP overlayable main storage used
- MCP non-overlayable main storage used
- job step code main storage used
- job step data overlayable main storage used
- job step data non-overlayable main storage used
- other job steps' overlayable main storage used
- other job steps' non-overlayable main storage used
- time since last system failure.

The job step portion of the program treats this information placed into its buffer as blocked logical records and writes physical tape records when the buffer is full. Since the job step uses double-buffering and a proper choice of blocking ratio, tape I/O never interferes with the recording of data concerning the other job step. In actual operation, one tape I/O was done every 15 to 20 seconds.

SNOOPY is always run at a higher priority than the job step being monitored. By the manner in which the normal B5700 CPU scheduling algorithm assigns the CPU to tasks, whenever SNOOPY is requesting a reading, it will be performed immediately before the other job step is reinitiated after an interrupt (Burroughs, 72).

By this process, much information may be gathered dynamically concerning a given job step, under various conditions. The interfer-
ence due to SNOOPY is so small it may be safely ignored. This was verified in several controlled experiments in which SNOOPY was instructed to continually monitor some large, long-running job steps, and no other job steps were allowed on the system. Job step times for the run-alone situation were in all cases practically identical with those for the SNOOPY situation. Core requirements for SNOOPY were constant at about 1300 words, once program code and I/O buffers had been brought into core initially. So little interference was noted in terms of CPU, I/O, and main storage that the results in the form of job traces should be accurate, with accuracy approaching that of hardware monitoring. Hardware monitoring was not possible in this case not only because of its expense and unavailability but also because the dynamic nature of main storage allocation on the B5700 would severely limit the types of data which could be gathered. In particular, segment and address information would probably have been impossible to gather with a hardware monitor, as would have been total main storage usage.

Once the trace has been produced for a given job step or set of job steps, the further processing required to actually use this information in meaningful forms becomes the next problem. Cheng suggests using the information almost in its raw form to facilitate trace-driven modeling (Cheng, 69). This approach is intended to solve the inherent dichotomous dilemma of simulation models of many assumptions on one hand or extreme detail on the other. In trace-driven modeling, the
workload and the responses of the system to the workload are supplied as input to the model. Trace-driven simulation eliminates or simplifies the tasks of specifying some system parameters and coding the details of system operation. He suggests the construction of a job profile library, containing the traces of many job steps of many different types. Then, the simulator can be instructed to select certain classes of profiles from the library for the simulation of an operating system running under that workload. This approach is enticing, for the modeler's work is reduced significantly, and the chances of having accurate simulation results are greatly enhanced. Unfortunately, Cheng's method has several operational flaws. One, of course, is that a trace-described workload is valid only on a given computer system configuration running under a given operating system, and thus the use of trace-driven simulation as a predictive, not descriptive, model is limited. To this researcher, there is a more serious flaw, however, in the loss of knowledge and insight into the actual internal operations of some of the algorithms represented by the simulated operating system. Rather than requiring the modeler to explicitly define many of the algorithms, the data itself is used to implicitly define their operations. Denning also notes that too often, an algorithm is considered a black box with input and output having mystical relationships, defined quantitatively, when a modeler really should first open the box and study its internal workings, even roughly, before settling for non-
qualitative methods (Denning, 71). Thus, unfortunately, Cheng's method was put aside but not forgotten.

Nielsen has also investigated the problem of accurate description of workload for the purpose of simulation modeling (Nielsen, 67A, Nielsen, 67B, Nielsen, 71). In an early simulator, he proposed the use of parametric instruction sequences to describe the workload. Each parametric instruction sequence was intended to capture the essence of the structure of a class of tasks and users. A special description language, designed as a set of instructions, was developed for the purpose of the expression of the description of the sequences of states and activities of the class of tasks and users. Eight instruction types were used to specify the desired behavior of a task during its simulated execution. These specified the following classes of task-oriented behavioral activities:

- inter-activity delay times
- page accessing
- terminal I/O interactions
- other I/O interactions
- accessing series of pages.

Six additional instruction types appeared in the descriptions of the classes of users. These controlled the formation and selection of the instructions comprising the pseudo-task description. This class of instructions was able to perform the following types of simulated activities:

- I/O device allocation and deallocation from pool of units
- specification of shared task pages
- construction of task descriptions according to given structures.

By the manipulation of a few parameters to the model describing the classes of users to be considered, the workload may be readily changed to reflect different proportions of types of use. This method looked quite good to this researcher, and Nielsen's simulator was actually run (with data supplied by Nielsen). However, the amount of work required to produce an accurate set of descriptions of a different environment was prohibitive and the simulator organization seemed inappropriate for general time-sharing system studies of non-fixed-page computer systems, such as the B5700. Hence, another possible solution method was put aside.

Nielsen, having apparently realized the same problems were hampering the use of his earlier simulator, redesigned and rewrote the original simulator under contract with Burroughs to study the proposed design of a time-sharing system for the B6700 computer system (Nielsen, 69, Nielsen, 70, Nielsen, 71). In this simulator he used a much more simple approach to task description. Distributions are collected reflecting the following:

- attributes of tasks
- execution time between I/O operations
- execution time between terminal I/O operations
- size of I/O operations
- think time of users at terminals
- total task execution time
- main storage size requirements
- nature of overlay requirements
- size of overlay segments.
Each job step is then characterized by a series of task descriptions, which are specified as successive attribute distributions of the foregoing classes. There can be as many distributions as desired. By numbering each distribution, they can be easily referred to for task description purposes and they can be shared for similar descriptions. When a task belonging to a particular job class type is to be originated, its specific nature is constructed by referring to the various distributions and parameters of the system and job step class. Thus even tasks from the same class will not be identical. This process produces roughly the same type of task description as does Nielsen's earlier simulator. This approach looked promising for the current research. A very early and basic copy of his SIMULA model was run on the B5700 with data describing B6700 conditions and appeared satisfactory as a very basic starting point, though a very substantial amount of work was required to convert it to a form acceptable to this research. In fact, the final simulator does not work like Nielsen's simulator, and the source listing only vaguely resembles it. Hence, this researcher feels that it is truly a new simulator.

Another program was then written to accept the trace output of SNOOPY and to convert it to a form from which the necessary distributions could be derived for each job step class. (The program was named LUCY, since LUCY often is the psychiatrist (analyst) of SNOOPY and the other characters of the PEANUTS comic strip.) LUCY is cap-
able of producing analyses of the SNOOPY traces in terms of job step profiles by any of the classes of data present in the trace records. By running SNOOPY on a sufficient number of representative job steps of interest and analyzing the results with LUCY, performance information was gathered. File I/O information not produceable by SNOOPY and LUCY was derived from observing the source listings and correlating them with LUCY output. Other distributions were derived by diverse means, such as the use of the STATISTICS options of the B5700 MCP and TSSMCP and the analysis of mass storage and tape usage entries present in the accounting log with respect to number of records and open time (Burroughs, 71). By these means the necessary distributions were gathered together for use in the simulator.

Much of the other environmental and task data for the simulator could be entered parametrically; however, description of the specific, necessary details of hardware and software structures on the B5700 required significant changes in the original simulator itself. For instance, modeled B6700 I/O multiplexor structure allows for several multiplexors with I/O peripheral controllers attached to as many multiplexors as desired and as many I/O devices as desired attached to an I/O peripheral controller. This modeled structure is not convenient for the modeling of the B5700, which has up to four I/O multiplexors, any of which can service any I/O device on a floating basis. Thus I/O structure in the simulator was changed to reflect that of the B5700.
CPU scheduling in the simulator was also changed to reflect that of the B5700 TSSMCP described earlier in this research (Burroughs, 72). Several other changes were made to transform the B6700 Time Sharing System simulator into a B5700 Time Sharing System simulator. Unfortunately, after these changes and many other major revisions were made, the speed of the simulator was distressingly slow and responded little to any attempts to speed it up. Whereas Nielsen reported times of five to ten minutes to simulate one minute of time, now sixty to ninety minutes were required (Nielsen, 71). Thus an entire rewrite was initiated, employing several major sets of revisions to the algorithms to speed them up and gather more information than was originally recorded and reported, and using U1108 SIMULA rather than B5700 SIMULA. When this effort was completed, the times (on the U1108) were quite significantly better. Whereas the B5700 simulator required twenty minutes to compile and sixty to simulate one minute of time, the U1108-based simulator required one minute to compile and collect (link-edit) and two-to-three minutes to simulate one minute of time. The simulator itself consisted of about 3350 source card images and occupied about 57,000 words of U1108 main storage out of 65,384 words possible maximum size. Data occupied over 375 card images, and each separate run required from one to fifty card image changes.

This improvement was immediately followed by the effort to verify that the new simulator did really model the B5700. This verifi-
cation was made using the job step profiles already gathered and such parameters that the simulation was organized as similarly as possible to the organization of the actual B5700 computer system when statistics and job step traces were gathered. The method by which the detailed simulated traces are reconstructed is discussed later in this chapter.

Those attributes of the system which were measured by observation of the actual system and were displayed on the output of the simulator matched quite closely. The most important correlations appear in the list below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>System</th>
<th>Simulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU utilization</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O utilization</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O 1</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O 2</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O 3</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O 4</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(disk I/O)/(all I/O)</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU/elapsed time</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>system utilization</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average swapping rate</td>
<td>0.30/second</td>
<td>0.36/second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>main storage utilization</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other parameters displayed by the simulator but not easily measurable on the actual system were checked for reasonability. By these means, the operations of the simulator simulating the B5700 system were experimentally verified.

**B5700 TSSMCP Characteristics**

The B5700 Time Sharing System as modeled and analyzed in this
research is based on the B5700 hardware and Time Sharing System Master Control Program (TSSMCP), plus associated support programs. The B5700 hardware is quite different from most other hardware systems in several manners. Its main storage is limited to 32,768 words, each of which has 48 bits, divided into eight 6-bit characters. However, facilities in the hardware and software implement a variable-size-page-on-demand strategy, increasing the virtual main storage size to almost one million words per program. The I/O paths are composed of up to four multiplexors, any of which may be attached to any of the up to 32 different I/O devices on a fully floating basis. A memory exchange allows up to six simultaneous accesses to main storage, though only one simultaneous access per 4,096 word memory module is allowed. One or two central processing units (CPU's) are allowed, though one CPU only is assumed in this research. Preliminary investigations, including extra measurement and simulations, showed that the system could not effectively use a second CPU when running under the TSSMCP.

Main storage is partitioned into two primary areas, normally assumed equal in size. The lower area contains the resident and transient portions of the TSSMCP, the command-and-edit interface with remote users (CANDE), and peripheral handlers, such as printer backup and load control routines which spool printer/punch output and card input from and to disk or tape. The upper area contains the user tasks which may be swapped out of and into main storage to and from disk
storage. The division between these areas is termed the fence. The operator may change it, with some difficulty, though the fence is normally never moved from 16,384 words. After running a certain amount of time, a task is interrupted. If it has exhausted its CPU or core quantum limit for the particular time slice, or it attempts to perform a terminal interaction but cannot, or it cannot find enough space to bring in a required segment, it is eligible to be swapped to disk. At some later point in time, it may be swapped back from disk to main storage, perhaps with more main storage assigned to it. Main storage above the fence is allocated in 1,024 word sets, called chunks. The main storage space for a task is composed of a set of one or more contiguous chunks. When swapping is performed, information existing before the swap out is swapped back into the same addresses, though expansion in the number of chunks may occur in either increasing or decreasing memory addresses, unless the task is already occupying all of main storage above the fence.

The formulae for computing the CPU and core quantum limits for each time slice are the following:

\[
T = \left( ((N \times 4) + C - P) \times 8 \right) + 208
\]

\[
E = T \times J
\]

where \( T, E, N, C, P, \) and \( J \) are as follows:

- \( T \) = CPU quantum limit in sixtieths of seconds
- \( E \) = core quantum limit in sixtieths of seconds
- \( N \) = number of consecutive times the task has been swapped for using up a quantum limit (\( \leq 7 \))
C = number of core chunks used by task
P = priority of the task (0 = high, 9 = low)
J = number of tasks currently swapped in.

As a consequence of the nature of the hardware and software of the B5700 operating under the TSSMCP, several items arise which may not be apparent from the preceding discussion. One major result is that normally only two or three tasks are present in main storage above the fence, thus limiting multiprogramming and making second processor usage ineffective in general. Another result is that the single I/O path to the disk causes the disk to be a limiting resource in many cases, comparable to the slowness of the CPU's and core and the small size of the main storage. Because of this, optimizing the I/O channel usage semi-optimizes the disk usage by the system.

The Simulator

General

Corresponding to that of the microscheduler which is the object of this research, the simulation's level of detail and point of view are represented by the following quantities:

- task state vector
- main storage segment and time-sharing chunk length
- I/O transaction
- CPU interrupt processing interval
- mass storage segment length.

The following quantities are at a higher level than the microscheduler and are represented in the simulation parametrically or algorithmically:
- operating system architecture (except microscheduler)
- macroscheduler
- workload characteristics (job step profiles)
- main storage requirements
- management policies and goals
- system profit/cost functions (GSEM)
- hardware configuration.

The following quantities are represented in the simulation parametrically or implicitly since they are on a lower level than that of the microscheduler:

- dynamic and static address relocation delays
- exact structure of tasks and job steps.

The following quantities are explicitly ignored in the simulation as having an implicit effect on the microscheduler in this case:

- multitasking interference in hardware
- exact set of CPU and I/O instructions available.

Main storage segment size is assumed variable and is computed from one of the task profile distributions when required. The time-sharing chunk size is set at 1024 words to correspond to that used by the B5700 TSSMCP main storage allocation algorithm. The basic CPU interrupt processing interval is assumed to be one millisecond, although that value is never used as such in the simulator; the millisecond is used only as a unit to simplify input and output of parameters.

The CPU, I/O, and main storage facilities were the ones monitored most carefully in this research for inclusion in the LSEM. In other cases, other facilities may be required to be carefully monitored for similar use.
Reconstruction of Task Characteristics

The simulator uses the information concerning each task stereotype to perform the macroscheduling and microscheduling of the workload in such a manner that certain statistical properties of a simulated environment may be carried over into the simulation. The workload was analyzed from log accounting data and decomposed into the following set of major classes:

- compilers and interpreters
- peripheral handlers
- student executions
- file maintenance
- system programming
- production.

Those major classes were then further subdivided into subclasses, producing a number of task stereotypes. Each of these was analyzed by the means described earlier to produce the following information for each task stereotype:

- distribution of time between file I/O's
- distribution of time between originator I/O's
- distribution of file sizes in records
- distribution of delay times for originator input operations
- distribution of task execution times
- distribution of task sizes in chunks
- distribution of segment sizes in words
- distribution of time between segment requests as function of ratio of task's current main storage size to current allocated size
- number of times to repeat operation queue before regeneration
- number of entries to place on operation queue on each regeneration
- for each I/O device pool, the number of I/O devices required and the percentage of task's file I/O requests which will refer to those devices
-priority associated with task stereotype.

The term "originator," as used in this research report, refers to a logical or physical device which presents tasks to the system to be executed and accepts documentary information pertaining to the tasks which have been executed. A send-receive remote terminal would satisfy the definition of originator.

The relative number of occurrences of the tasks from each subclass in the workload was entered to the simulator in the form of distributions for each case considered. Detailed distributions may be found later in this research. When a task is to be selected, this distribution is consulted to determine which of the task stereotypes is to be included in the simulated mix. Then the information described above is used to generate an initial operation queue for that task stereotype. By the method of generation, the operation queues of tasks from the same stereotype will be similar, but not identical. This operation queue is a reconstructed representation of the traces of the operations of tasks belonging to that stereotype, describing in detail the file I/O operations, originator I/O operations, computation periods, delay times, overlay operations, and main storage expansions to be performed by that task in the next few seconds of simulated time. The use of the queue is controlled by parameters of the task stereotype described above. This forms a variant of the trace-driven modeling as used by many other investigators in operating systems investigations (Cheng, 69, Noe, 70,
Noe, 71, Noe, 72, Sherman, 71). The correctness of this technique was proven in the phase of the investigation involved with the validation of the simulation model.

The following is intended to explain the means by which the traces represented by given task stereotype classes are regenerated, by means of an example. Once a task stereotype has been selected through external scheduling, the relevant parameters and distributions are consulted to generate an operation queue. Distributions are stated in terms of constant, increment, and weighting histogram. Assume the following sample data pertaining to the task selected:

- 40 items to place on operation queue
- 30 times to repeat operation queue before it is regenerated
- Priority of task is 2
- Half the explicit I/O operations of the task reference the card reader and the other half reference the printer
- Card reader speed is 1400 cpm
- Printer speed is 1100 lpm
- I/O speed is 1 word per 8.33 microseconds (maximum)
- Distribution of time between file I/O's (in milliseconds):
  - Constant = 10; increment = 5;
  - Histogram = .2, .3, .6, .8, 1.0
- Distribution of time between originator I/O's:
  - Constant = 125; increment = 75;
  - Histogram = .15, .30, .60, .80, .90, .95, 1.0
- Distribution of file sizes (in records):
  - Constant = 0; increment = 150;
  - Histogram = .5, 1.0
- Distribution of delay times for originator input operations:
  - Constant = 1000; increment = 500;
  - Histogram = .1, .2, .35, .65, .80, .90, 1.0
- Distribution of task execution times:
  - Constant = 3500; increment = 1000;
  - Histogram = .2, .5, .8, 1.0
-distribution of task sizes (in chunks):
  constant = 5; increment = 1;
  histogram = .15, .35, .65, .85, 1.0
-distribution of segment sizes (in words):
  constant = 50; increment = 50;
  histogram = .2, .6, .75, .85, .90, .95, 1.0
-distribution of time between segment requests as function of
  ratio of task's current main storage size to current allocated
  size:
  constant = 70; increment = 30;
  histogram = .05, .30, .70, 1.0.

Using the first five distributions directly and the last three indirectly,
the operation queue is constructed and might appear as follows:

- compute for 15 milliseconds
- read from card reader
- compute for 75 milliseconds
- read from terminal, delay 2.5 seconds
- compute for 30 milliseconds
- write on terminal
- compute for 45 milliseconds
- write on printer
- (repeat 30 times up to 40th item)
- (regenerate queue).

As noted previously, this closely resembles actual trace-driven output
from other researchers' work (Noe, 71, Sherman, 71, Sherman, 72).

During experimentation, in order to determine how sensitive the
results of the simulation were to small changes in the workload, the
starting random number in the process used to select new tasks was ef-
fectively changed, giving a statistically equivalent but different work-
load. The results proved quite stable, varying only slightly when this
was done, as is demonstrated in tabular form. When a different, batch-
oriented distribution was used, the results varied somewhat more, as demonstrated in the section describing the results of the experiments.

**Verification of Microscheduler**

In order to verify that the new microscheduler does have the potential of improving the performance with respect to at least one measure, of a computer operating system that employs it versus one that does not, the simulator described in the previous sections was structured to run a number of experiments using the task and system profiles and parameters derived as described earlier. With this microscheduler embodied in the simulator, comparisons were made between it and other prototypical microschedulers under several system effectiveness measures actually used in reality. The purpose of this section is to describe the experiments which empirically verified the effectiveness of the microscheduler.

One of the important items considered during final experimentation was the operating system overhead due to each microscheduling philosophy. Kernels were constructed for each scheduler in SIMULA in order to rank and quantify them. Generally, they were ranked as follows, with respect to increasing overhead, for each current task in the system:

- round-robin
- FIFO
- B5700
- instantaneous exponential
SIMULA was chosen for the kernels since it resembles the B5700
ALGOL dialect ESPOL in which the B5700 TSSMCP was written. For
other cases, similar kernels could be written and analyzed in assembly
language of particular computer systems.

A large number of experiments were performed with the simu­
lator as equipped with the various microscheduling philosophies and
system effectiveness measures to explore the characteristics of the
adaptivity of the new microscheduler under given workloads.

As noted earlier, some of these were involved with variation of
initial values and bounds for A, B, and the time of application, and for
initial historical information values, along with the determination of
the exact nature of the predictor-corrector portion of the method, such
as the method of changing A, B, and time of application, and of the opti­
mal setting of the corrector threshold. It was determined that bounds
on A should include the range (.35, .45) and B should include the range
(.25, .35) for best operation in the measured workload. For a batch­
oriented workload, the bounds on A should include (.40, .50) and on B
should include (.30, .40). In either case, a threshold of 0.1 and DA
of 0.1 and DB of 0.05 were found optimal for either workload in this en­
vironment. The fixing of A or B at a given value, or in a given range
outside of those mentioned above, thus removing some of the adaptivity
from the method, caused the MAD to increase significantly for a run and the measure values to decrease correspondingly.

The threshold and DA, DB values were tuned by independent variation and experimentation. Making DA and DB functions of the error committed in the last time interval of application seemed intuitively promising, but showed no significant improvement over constant DA and DB, even under several different thresholds. In particular, the tables below demonstrate some of the results of a number of experiments investigating variable DA dependent upon the error committed. In both cases, the system measure used was THROUGHPUT. Also, in both cases, the threshold was set to 0.1, and the changes made were linear.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B5700 Workload</th>
<th>Batch-Oriented Workload</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DA</td>
<td>THROUGHPUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.090</td>
<td>.255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.095</td>
<td>.257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.100</td>
<td>.259*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.105</td>
<td>.240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.110</td>
<td>.223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In comparison with fixed DA = 0.1, variable DA, all else constant, provided a THROUGHPUT measure at best slightly worse than that provided by a fixed DA. The best values provided by variable DA are marked in the table above with asterisks.

An important result for this environment was that it is not profitable to perform a predictor-corrector except at those points at which
it is known that the characteristics of the task mix are changing, such as on a storage swap in or out or main storage expansion. Separate experiments were performed to check this in which the time interval was varied from one millisecond to ten minutes; no significant difference was noted. This is fortunate, for it leads to lower overhead; such may not be the case in other environments.

The original version of the predictor-corrector portion of the adaptive microscheduler contained the assumption that the time between applications would be so nearly constant that interpolation would be unnecessary. When it was determined that such would not be the case, a linear interpolation algorithm was inserted into the predictor-corrector algorithm to make the predictions more accurate. Though it increased the overhead slightly, it improved the accuracy of prediction about 10 per cent for the current environment, and thus was well worth the small increase in overhead.

Other adaptive microscheduling philosophies were compared with the adaptive one of this research on an experimental basis. One of them was based upon Denning's nonadaptive moving-window approach to working set determination (Denning, 68, Denning, 71B). It was made adaptive by varying the size of the moving window depending upon the size of the error between predicted and actual task/resource usages. Another was based upon the nonadaptive stochastic estimator of Eisenstein which includes a penalty function which is intended to control
the prediction process in the presence of data with trends (Denning, 71B, Eisenstein, 70). It was made adaptive by varying the coefficient of the penalty function depending upon the size of the error produced between predicted and actual usages. After tuning experiments were performed, each performed about as well as the nonadaptive exponential estimator with $\text{ALPHA} = 0.5$, but far short of the performance of the adaptive method of this research.

One of the important aspects of the final experimentation was the question of adequate simulated run time versus cost of simulation runs. Since the run time of the nonadaptive simulation cases was about two-to-three minutes to simulate one minute of time and that of the adaptive cases was somewhat worse, the run time required for statistically significant results was a critical question because of possible budgetary limitations. Through consultation with a statistician and study of stochastic processes, ten-minute simulation runs were set up in which the measure function values were monitored every two seconds, with the first half minute of simulated run time discarded. After three minutes of monitored simulation time, the cumulative means of the measure function values varied insignificantly up to ten minutes of simulated time. Hence, three minutes of measured simulated time was used as a standard for subsequent final runs. The statistical basis for being able to perform one longer experiment (per system effectiveness measure-microscheduler combination), rather than many shorter ones, is
ergodicity.

The small problem of ensuring accuracy of the intermediate measurements is overcome by allowing the accumulation of partial completions of tasks. For resource utilizations, this presents no difficulties, since they may naturally be stated in percentages. For the throughput measure, the simulation has already selected a CPU time requirement for each task, and that is used as a basis for determining the completion factor of each task, in terms of

\[
\frac{\text{(CPU usage for task } i\text{)}}{\text{(CPU limit for task } i\text{)}}.
\]

Final experimentation consisted of simulation of each of the microscheduling philosophies with respect to each of the system effectiveness measures under two statistically different workloads. This entailed a quite considerable number of executions of the simulator, in terms of investigating and tuning runs. Each complete set of experiments required one run per nonadaptive microscheduler, plus one run for each system measure considered for the adaptive microscheduler. Budgetary and other restrictions prohibited the consideration of large numbers of other cases; however, the cases considered should be representative of many other interesting cases, and the amount of current experimentation is felt to be quite acceptable as far as accuracy of results is concerned.

The following tables present the results of these experiments. The first set of experiments was performed using the workload as ac-
tually measured on the B5700 at Georgia Tech, while the second used a batch-oriented workload. The first set of experiments was repeated with different initial random numbers in order to test the sensitivity of the results to the exact mix of task stereotypes; the percentage results held constant in all cases to within 3 per cent; the adaptive microscheduler was still superior in every case; and no major changes were noted in terms of intra-nonadaptive microscheduler comparisons. The batch-oriented task stereotype mix produced different results, notably an improvement in round-robin performance, as expected for a more CPU-bound system. By frequent monitoring, it was observed that the cumulative means of the system measure values by the end of three minutes of measured simulated time were very stable, as in the case of the other workload.

As expected, and as shown from preliminary results, the adaptive microscheduler's actions caused the simulated operating system containing it to receive somewhat better system objective measure values than did those containing the nonadaptive microschedulers. The results are scaled so that the values corresponding to the application of the adaptive microscheduler are unity, for ease of comparison. The actual values produced by the program are such that they are meaningful only as ratios.
**Explanation of Workload Analyses**

The following tables present the primary results of this re­search. The various microschedulers are represented by the columns of the tables and the various global system effectiveness measures (GSEM's) considered are represented by the rows. For each micro­scheduler/GSEM combination, there are two numbers. The first is (the value of the GSEM) divided by (the value of the GSEM for the AMS), and the second is the value of the GSEM. In the comparison column, the first column represents the improvement realized by the AMS over the best competing microscheduler, and the second represents the im­provement over the worst.

**Explanation of Workload Distributions**

The first column presents the relative weights of the given classes of tasks, and the second column presents the cumulative weights. Ordering of the tables is irrelevant. Data for the first table was drawn from historical accounting data. Data for the second table was artificially generated to represent a batch-production-oriented workload.
Table 2. B5700 Workload Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>B5700</th>
<th>Round</th>
<th>FIFO</th>
<th>Inst</th>
<th>Compl</th>
<th>AMS</th>
<th>Comparisons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TSS</td>
<td>Robin</td>
<td>FIFO</td>
<td>Exp</td>
<td>Hist</td>
<td></td>
<td>Best MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THROUGHPUT</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REVENUE</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.22</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESOURCE</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.22</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>.22</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.079</td>
<td>.068</td>
<td>.079</td>
<td>.080</td>
<td>.079</td>
<td>.089</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATENCY</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTILIZATION</td>
<td>.64</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>.64</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.52</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td>.56</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COST</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. B5700 Workload Analysis
(Different Random Numbers)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>B5700</th>
<th>Round</th>
<th>FIFO</th>
<th>Inst</th>
<th>Compl</th>
<th>AMS</th>
<th>Comparisons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TSS</td>
<td>Robin</td>
<td>FIFO</td>
<td>Exp</td>
<td>Hist</td>
<td></td>
<td>Best</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THROUGHPUT</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REVENUE</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.22</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESOURCE</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.22</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>.22</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.078</td>
<td>.069</td>
<td>.077</td>
<td>.081</td>
<td>.078</td>
<td>.089</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATENCY</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTILIZATION</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>.64</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.52</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td>.56</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COST</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>B5700</td>
<td>TSS</td>
<td>Round</td>
<td>FIFO</td>
<td>Inst</td>
<td>Compl</td>
<td>AMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THROUGHPUT</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>.018</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>.017</td>
<td>.018</td>
<td>.022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REVENUE</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESOURCE</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.076</td>
<td>.080</td>
<td>.078</td>
<td>.074</td>
<td>.076</td>
<td>.087</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATENCY</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTILIZATION</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>.62</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>.42</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COST</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.22</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>.22</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALGOL/GTL</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COBOL</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORTRAN</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYNAMO</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execute I/O</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execute CPU</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execute I/O</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execute CPU</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File Maintenance</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small File Maintenance</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large File Maintenance</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systems Programs</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tape/Disk-Printer</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6. Batch-Production-Oriented Workload Distribution (Number of Tasks)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Batch</th>
<th>Production</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Large CPU Bound</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large I/O Bound</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large COBOL Compilations</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large FORTRAN Compilations</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large File Maintenance</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large ALGOL Compilations</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER V

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Summary

The objective of this research was the development and verification of a new model of optimizing computer performance through the use of adaptive internal resource allocation scheduling techniques. The method of attack entailed the detailed design of such a technique, along with its verification in a given environment through the use of simulation. This technique is based upon the definition of a local system effectiveness function connecting the relevant variables of the system according to a policy describing the system objective function. This local measure is then used as a goal toward which the internal scheduler may work, using a parametric moving-window estimator in the form of a second-order exponential estimator, predictor-corrector trend correction, and variable-period correction application. The simulation was validated with respect to data drawn from an actual system under a real workload, and the new scheduling model was compared to several others under various system objective functions.

Although no general conclusions can be based on experimental results, it is felt that the results have shown that, in the cases tested,
The microscheduler did perform as expected against a variety of representative microscheduling philosophies and under a variety of system effectiveness measures. The only conclusions which can be drawn are concerning the validity of the model for those measures and in the specified environment. Further research and/or actual implementation would be required to base final general conclusions concerning the activities of this model, and these are the topics of the following sections.

Further Research

As with any detailed research in a field as rich and deep as this one, this research has opened several new questions and research topics. The question of the optimal tradeoffs between simplicity, sophistication and further optimization of microscheduling models is discussed in the next section. The effect of priorities, additional CPU's and data paths on the various measure values, especially that of system cost nullification, is complicated but would be quite interesting under the use of the microscheduler of this research. If a matrix of system cost nullification values for (number of CPU's) versus (number of data paths) versus (number of chunks of main storage) were investigated for reasonably small values of each, an optimum hardware configuration for those resources could be determined in specific cases. This type of research should be more practical, accurate, and general than that of a similar nature done by Wald with analytic modeling (Wald, 67). Another possible area of research would be the investigation of modifications to the
approach of the microscheduling of facilities with such multiple re-
resources that the anomalies such as those mentioned by Graham could
not occur (Graham, 71). These are pathological situations with re-
spect to system performance in that adding more resources to be con-
trolled by a facility actually decreases system performance with re-
spect to throughput measures. Still another large area of research
would be the development of more automatic means by which the soft-
ware or hardware monitor trace output derived from a computer sys-
tem running an actual workload could be used to determine the job step
profiles for the type of simulator used here. One also wonders what
classes of simulators or other analytical tools would be superior to
that used in this research. In these respects a very significant amount
of tedious manual and programming work was required to perform the
tasks in this research of workload characterizations and job step pro-
file characterization and analysis. Is there not a better way?

Other possibly-fruitful areas of further research lie in the im-
provement in the predictive powers of the adaptive scheduler without
increasing its overhead or sophistication and in the increase in the gen-
erality of the environment in which the scheduler is assumed to operate.
These areas are highly interrelated since changes in the environment
will cause changes in the algorithms in the areas referenced previously,
such as variable time of application, optimum ranges for the para-
meters of the predictor-corrector process, configuration of the algo-
algorithm itself, etc. The simulator in its current form is somewhat firmly attached to the B5700 Time Sharing System philosophy, though certain areas of interest could be investigated with some amount of difficulty. This includes the use of adaptive CPU and main storage quanta and other main storage allocation strategies, rather than that used by the actual system, as is currently represented in the simulator. Other core-swapping systems, such as that represented by OS/360/MVT-TSO and U1108 EXEC 8, could be simulated with that simulator only with considerable difficulty, and paging systems would be even more difficult to simulate with that simulator, though other simulators are available for the analysis of paging systems, such as Nielsen's original one (Nielsen, 67). There is some intuitive evidence that systems with very large main storage, thus allowing a large number of tasks concurrently in execution, may benefit to a large extent from adaptive microscheduling techniques.

In a somewhat different area of extension, Denning's working set techniques could be implemented with adaptive techniques similar to those discussed here. Some work in that region has been done already by Denning and others (Denning, 72, Morris, 72). Early implementations of the working set concepts have shown its worth but have not generally been successful except in specific situations (Burroughs, 69).

As noted several times earlier, the system effectiveness mea-
sure function is assumed optimized to the extent that the proper choice is made by the microscheduler at the largest possible number of decision points. A tempting extension to the model would be to improve the microscheduler’s decision function, perhaps in some radical fashion, such as periodically running a linear programming analysis of current tasks versus resources. Such extensions must be carefully planned and analyzed, for the productivity gained by so much difficulty may be more than lost through an improper microscheduler.

The law of diminishing returns applies to the improvement of schedulers (Denning, 71B). With a reasonable amount of sophistication and a small amount of resources devoted to it, a microscheduler can be constructed which displays a considerable improvement over a basic microscheduler. Each increment of improvement after the first requires disproportionately larger investments in sophistication, time, and resources. Thus any improvements in an already good decision function may be singularly difficult to make. Ryder’s paper is a relevant warning to those who would use extremely sophisticated microschedulers (Ryder, 71). As noted previously, his microscheduler algorithms required much of the CPU resource; so much, in fact, that in one environment, a commercial one, the system ran more slowly in elapsed time with his scheduler than without, for the same mix, a reduction in throughput. Such problems cannot be foreseen before actual implementation or careful simulation. Denning notes that the relation-
ship of sophistication to cost of microschedulers is almost unexplored and may be quite treacherous (Denning, 71B).

**Methods of Implementation**

Those means used to actually produce a microscheduler which controls an operating system must be carefully chosen. The design of the implementation must be executed in coordination with expected or measured environmental data. Normally, only the most critical resources of a system should be optimized; this may usually be done by optimizing the CPU main storage, and I/O resource allocation techniques, for these are almost always the scarcest and most expensive resources of the system.

The configuration of the LSEM must be carefully considered. Some of its terms should have correspondences in the system objective function. Others may be chosen to bias the system toward specific user habits such as smaller tasks. The bounds, and increments of the exponential estimator parameters A and B must also be considered. For A or B too near 1, the microscheduler may be unstable, while for A or B too near 0, it may be unresponsive to changing conditions in the environment. For this research, certain initial values, bounds, and increments for A and B and values for the threshold were used with success. In other environments, other values may be required.

In summary, the implementor of this microscheduling technique
in a real situation must attempt to maintain simplicity, while also attempt- 
ting to accurately portray the attributes of the environment in 
which it is expected to function. Many current microschedulers im- 
plemented in operating systems are so poor in actual operation (even 
though they may be very complex) that even a microscheduler embody- 
ing only some of the concepts discussed in this research will probably 
succeed admirably in improving computer system performance 
(Sherman, 71, Sherman, 72, Wulf, 67).
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